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MORE DAYS TO
RE-REGISTER
TO VOTE

stays

Member of Associated Press

Sides Drawn Over Proposal For
Collective Bargaining Measure

-

FRANKFORT, Ky 1AP)
Sides have been drawn up
'along predictable lines over a
proposed collective bargaining
bill for public employes in Kentucky
Speaking in favor of the bill
at an interim legislative committee hearing Tuesday , were
representatives of Labor Unions public employe groups
and the Kentucky Education
tssociation
Opposing it were business
and industrial groups. the Kentucky Sctool Boards ,kssoci-

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray
On August 19, 1953, we ran a
posm which was sent to Mrs.
Oma Tinsley by her son. It was
copied from a book by her son
and is said to be about 500 years
old and is entitled "Mother
Hiptorts Prophecy in the year
1489 AD."
At that time we noted that
the lady who wrote the poem
must have been prophetic
because most of the things she
forecast have come true." Well
now, after all that introduction,
here's the poem again twenty
years later.
"And now a work, in uncouth
rhyme,
Of what shall be in future time.
For, in these wonderous far-off
days
The women shall adopt a craze
TO dress like Men and trousers
wear
And cut off all their locks of
hair.
They'll ride astride with brazen
brow.
As witches do, on broom sticks
now.
Then love shall die and
marriage cease
And nations wan as babies
decrease.
Then wives shall fondle cats and
dogs
And men shall live the same as
hogs.
And carriage without horses
shall go.
Disaster fill the world with woe.
In London, prime Rose Hill
shall be
Its center hold a bishops See.
world men's
Around the
thoughts shall fly
Quick as a twinkling of the eye.
And waters shall great wonders
do
How strange and yet it shall
come true
And upside down the world shall
be,
And gold found at the roots of
trees.
Through towering hills proud
men shall ride
No horse, no mule move by his
side.
Beneath the water men shall
walk
Shall ride, shall sleep, and even
talk.
And in the air men shall be seen
In white and black as well as
green.
A great man then shall come
and go
for prophecy declares it so.
In water iron then shall float
As easy as a wooden boat.
Gold then shall be found in
stone
In land that is as yet unknown
Water and fire shall
And England shall
The Jews that once scorned
Shall of a Christian then be born
(See Seen & Heard, Page 16)

ation Kentucky \ssociation of
School Administrators. the Kentucky Farm Bureau and the
Kentucky Municipal League.
The bill in question would require binding arbitration of disputes involving public employes which is regarded as a type
of no-strike clause It was
drafted by a law firm representing several public employe
groups including school teachers firemen policemen nurses governmental workers and
other labor organizations.
Herbert Segal of the Louisville law firm that drafted the
bill said it would end labor disputes and strikes among public
employes and provide a peaceful means of settling differences
But the_lientucky Chamber of
Commerce's executive vice
president Philip Thompson argued that the opposite actually
was true Michigan had only
two strikes by public employes
in the eight years before it
enacted a public employe bargaining law he said. but had
103 such strikes in the three
years after the law took effect
While the Chamber of Commerce strongly urged rejection
of the bill. ‘ssociated in-

dustries of Kentucky (Am)
went further. saying the committee should consider making
it illegal for public employes to
organize for collective bargaining
IK President S. Rayburn
Watkins declared that "the boycott the picket line, the slowdown the strike and the featherbed do not belong in the operation of government."
"Government exists to carry
on the people's business." he
asserted. and the elected and
appointed agents of the people
should not be subject to domination by or veto power by any
private group or organization.
"Permitting a union to cut off
the .wkiter and power supply.,
heat, garbage removal, police
and fire protection." he continued "is purely and simply a
sacrifice of the public interest
on the altar of political expediency—and I cannot believe
that Kentucky is ready to do
this
"If a private group of employes is virtually given veto
power over managers of the
public purse "Watkins said. "it
requires no great depth of logic

No Serious Injuries
In Car-Train Crash
A Murray couple and a
passenger in their pickup
narrowly escaped serious injury Monday morning when
their vehicle was strick by an
ICG freight train at the
Macedonia Road crossing near
Mayfield.
State. Trooper Jim Bell said
the accident occurred about
10:35 a.im when the truck
driven by Robert Koch of 1652
Ryan Avenue stopped at the
intersection and when Koch
attempted to cross the tracks,
the right rear of the truck was
hit by the southbound freight.
Investigating officers said the
collision spun the truck around
.,011 Me west side of _the tracks
where it was struck by a car
driven by Dorothy Parham of
Mayfield.
The driver of the second car
was not injured, officers said.
Koch, his wife and 13-year-old
Allicia McDaniels were all
taken to the Community
Hospital in Mayfield and
treated and released, hsopital
officials said.
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New Addition To Hospital To Be
In Use By Middle Of Next Month

(See Proposal, Page 16)

Bean Sets Mark
For Time In Space
SPACE CENTER, Houston
(AP) — Skylab 2 Commander
Alan L Bean today became the
world champion of space flight,
but the event went without
comment from the astronauts
and Mission Control.
Nearly five hours after Bean
set a record for most total time
in space, controllers had not
spoken with him of the feat.
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Bean and his crewmates, Dr
Owen K. Garriott and Jack R.
Lousma, earlier set the singlemission endurance towed,
breaking Skylab l's mark of
more than 21 days.
La's first concern on
waking today was whether his
home had been flooded by rains
from Tropical Storm Delia. The
home is located in a low-lying,
flood-prone area near the Space
Center.
"How about calling my home
and asking about the water level?" he asked.
Several minutes later Mission
Control told him: "The water
only got to the first step leading to the garage. It did not get
Into the garage or house and is
now receding."
"Glad to hear that," Lousrna
said.
At 8:11 am. EDT Bean surpassed the mark of 49 days, 3
hours, 37 minutes set by a longtime friend, astronaut Charles
Conrad Jr. It was set while
Bean was nearing the end of a
sleep period as Skylab soared
over Japan.
Conrad recorded his time on
four ipace missions — Geminis
5 and 11, Apollo 12 and as commander of the first Skylab
Bean, a 41-year-old Navy
tam, has flown on two missions.
He walked on the moon with
Conrad on Apollo 12 and is in
his 40th day aboard the Skylab
station, with 19 more to go.
If Skylab 2 continues until
Sept. 25 as planned, Bean's
record will reach 69 days, 15
(See Skylab, Page 16)

Total Cost Of Expansion
Expected To Be $750,000

New Hospital Wing To Be Ready Next Month

Toastmasters To Dr. Pogue To Assist MSU
Have Membership With Oral History Program
Drive Tonight
The annual drive for naw
members to the Kentucky Lake
Chapter of Toaslxnasters International of Murray will kkk
off tonight at 5:30 pm. with.=
hour of fly-bys and fly-over.
Toastmaster and ail-plant
pilot Richard Scherey will fly
over the skies and carry a
large streamer urging young
people and adults in the area to
"Be a Toastmaster Now, said
Harrison,
Dr.
Corky
educational vice-presidert, of
the local chapter.
Harrison said that the theme
for the membership drive was
"Each One Bring One,"
meaning that each member if to
bring one new member into the
club during the month of September.
Harrison pointed out that the
local chapter is now open to
both men an women. He - indicated that this has only been
possible since the by-laws of the
Toastmasters International
were changed recently at the
Houston International Convention.
The world-wide organization
will now be called the Toastpersons International.
local chapter will be
name to the
&lunging Its
Kentucky Lake Chapter of
Toastpersons International of
Murray.
The local chapter Membership Drive, in i.Jdition to
Harrison, includes Joe Doran,
Dr. Tom Geerdes, Floyd Nixon,
Rev. Richard Scherey an and
Dr. David Roos.

Dr. Forrest C. Pogue, the political history, said inrioted historian and bio
terviewing will begin this
r ot month.
who pioneered in thgeill
history technique, will be on the
"Most of the governors and
-campus of Murray State lieutenant governors since 1930
University Friday to lend are still alive, and we are in the
ambiance in the development process of contacting them to
of a new oral history program solicit their cooperation,"
on modern Kentucky politics. Hammack noted. "so far the
Pogue, a 1931 graduate of the response has been excellent."
Recordings of the interviews
university and a former
member of the faculty, is now will be preserved in the special
executive director of the collections section of the
Marshall Research Foundailon library. Hammack said they
in Arlington, Va. He used the will "provide a record of valid
oral history method in collec- historical documents to be used
ting and publishing extensive in the future for scholarly
material on two of the country's research."
Pogue, whose third volume of
greatest generals—George C.
M arsh a11
fi ve-vo1 ume
Marshall and Dwight D. a
Eisenhower
biography, was published
He will be meeting with earlier this year, first gained
James W. Hammack, Jr., renown as an Army historian in
assistant professor of history Europe during World War II.
hired
and director of the new
as a
was the complete
he write
Later to
program and other historians to civilian
offer counsel about the history of Gen. Eimohowar's r technique of ckictunenting and headquarters, fittpremit__Yolunteers from the Red
preserving history by taped Headquarters, Allied Ex- Cross are now back on the job at
peditionary Force (SHAEF) the Murray-Calloway Hospital.
recordings.
A luncheon and working and the Marshall biography,
After taking a brief vacation
sessions are planned while projects leading to extensive in August, the ladies resumed
Pogue, a Crittenden County use of the oral history approach. their positions Tuesday, acnative and former president of
cording to Chairman of
the Murray State Alumni
Volunteers, Mrs. Kathryn
Association, is on the campus.
Glover.
Supporisd by wags totaling
The ladies will work in
$33.100 limo Gov. Wendell H.
areas of the hospital
variaus
Ford's-asaikipmoy_ fund over. Jimmy•GingleS, IS, of 308
inclisdilig diet,
administration,
the next twit years, the oral
Meadow Lane, was injured x-ray, mail and visitor control
history program at Murray
4
while hunting on Labor Day.
desk.
State will focus primarily on
Gingles said that a hunting
Wednesday
On Monday and
figures from modern Kentucky companion accidentally shot
afternoons, a group of the
politics. It will also include
him in the back with a .20 guage volunteers will serve a session
documentation about some
shotgun at a distance of about 50
in the convalescent ward
prominent Kentuckians from
yards.
outside the realm of politics.
The local youth said that 26 Those patients who are able
Hammack, who has been
pellets were removed from his will be escorted to a special
Involved since mid-June in
back. The accident occurred room where they will hear a
learning oral history techniques
while Gingles was hunting east devotional speaker, sing and
and in researching Kentucky of Murray. He was treated and enjoy each other's company.
One Red Cross volunteer said
released at the local hospital.

The Weather
Mostly cloudy with chance of
•
a few. thundershowers tonight
41, •
in
tonight
Low
and Thursday
,A.s.
mid 60s. High Thursday in the
Mid 80s.
FIRST SCHOLARSHIP PAYMENTS—Three Murray State University scholarship recipients from
•
-• - Partly
-if ó1iy Ciótiiit 4UtI1inla1ed by Dr. Hatrylt. Wks,Murray State President,
cloudy with near sea- Muria
ing.of the fall semester.
through.
.fallawing
the gretellkilkii_st the_ _first penneed on their awards at the
teuinerettire,s.
- -sonahlerecipient Wan Alsimail
k,
High
Murray
Christopher,
Cathryn
Julie
rd)
to
(left
a
of
are
They
the period with a chance
receive the Bill
few thundershowers east por- Association Scholarship; Karen Gay Headoa, Murray High graduate, chosen to
also an
tion Friday Highs in the mid Douglas Memorial Scholarship; and Stacy Ellen Adams, Calloway County High graduate
winner.
Scholarship
Association
Alumni
60s
8th Lows in the low

The new intensive care unit
will be a ward-type operation,
with one isolation bed. Poston
noted that the advantages of
this unit will be that specially
trained nurses will be concentrated in this area to treat
the gravely ill and trauma type
patients. Also concentrated in
the area will be heart
monitoring equipment, supportive breathing apparatus,
and other lifesaving equipment.
The intensive care unit will be
joined to the present coronary
care ward by a central nursing
station. The effect will be to
give the hospital a six-bed unit,
much sophisticated
with
lifesaving equipment available
in one location.
Modernization of the existing
departments of the hospital is
also included in the operation.
Poston said. The physical
therapy department will
additional
receive
rehabilitative equipment, and a
$128,000 process will be installed
in the X-Ray laboratory.
Poston explained that a
closed-circuit television system
will be installed in the x-ray lab
with a recorder unit built igto it.
The system will eliminate the
need to process film from x-ray
cameras, enabling radiologists
to "see" immediately the xrayed areas. Recording apparatus will enable the attending physician to "replay"
the x-ray, and stop action and
slow motion features may also
be employed.
Significant paving projects
are also planned, to more than
double the present paved
parking -facilities, with paving
to be done on the south and
north sides of the hospital.

Volunteer Workers From Red
Cross Are Working At Hospital

Gingles Injured In
Hunting Accident

Dexter Woman
Injured Sunday
In Car Accident

V.

By DAVID HILL
Ledger & Times Staff Writer
The new addition to the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital is expected to be in use
by the middle of October,
discounting any unforseen
problems, according to administrator Stuart Poaion. Poston said this morning that
at least two of the floors should
be in use by October 15, with the
other two to be completed in two
to four weeks after that.
The hospital administrator
said that much will depend on
the state fire marshall and
other state agencies who will
have to approve the building
before occupancy.
The third and fourth floors
will be the first to be finished,
and will contain 32 semi-private
beds,in 16 rooms. The first floor
will contain the business office,
dietary office, and new electrocardiogram laboratory.
The second floor will contain
an elaborate four-bed intensive
care unit, in addition to 12 semiprivate beds. Fifteen private
rooms which had to be converted to semi-private in the
original portion of the hospital
will now be reclaimed, giving a
net increase of 35 beds through
the construction of the new
wing.
The total cash outlay is expected to approach $750,000,
Poston said, with about $5114,000
to be spent on the actual construction of the new wing. The
MM.will include
findture and
other
tion. The total
expense win be funded by the
local hospital, with no additional local or federal funds
necessary.

Douglass
Barry
Mrs.
(Patricia) Dunn of Dexter was
treated at the Henry County
General Hospital, Paris, Tenn.,
after suffering injuries in an
automobile accident on Sunday
morning about 12:15 at the
intersection of Highway 79 east
and 119 at Paris Landing State
Park
Dexter woman was
The
treated for abrasions and cuts
at the Paris hospital.
Her husband, driver of the
car, was not injured nor were
two children riding in the car
with the Dunn couple.
Tennessee State Trooper
Kenneth Bethune investigated
the-accident. Diam told Bethune
he was headed toward Paris
-and•kiiied•tesnake-the turn onto.
Highway 119. /tIs car ran across
-the grass and came to a stop
near the Paris Landing State
Park office

she derives more bouskiht.from
her work than the patients do.
"It makes me realize how
fortunate my family is," the
volunteer said.
"I go home and count my
blessings after each volunteer
session," she added.
Mrs. Glover said that there
will be openings available if
other women in the community
wish to join in the work.
A meeting will be held
Monday, September 10, at 3
pin. in the conference room of
the hospital for all volunteers
and new prospects.
Anyone who Wishes to join the
organization may do so at that
tune.
For further information
regarding the Red Cross
Volunteer Program, call the
Red Cross Chapter at 753-1421 or
call Mrs. Glover at 753-5440.
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VOLUNTEER WORKERS—Some of the Red Cross Volunteers (formerly knows as the "Gray
-ward are tip're*.
- regularly at th
wirlE
Liellee
iifIUiiay Hospital
left to right, Frances Whittle, Della Taylor, Mary Meyer, Ruby Forrest, Annabelle Russell and Betty
Shepard. Front row, Lillian Craves, Kathrila Glover,,,Alberta Griffith, Marge Kipp, Lucille Kelley, OW Culver, Evame Hosferd sad Irma LaFellette.
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Ten Years Ago Today
LF.DGME a TOMS PIM

By SENATOR CARROLL HUBBARD
#.***********************************

•

Resources
MAYFIELD, Ky.—A new Department for Human
Health, Health,
has replaced the departments of Mental
became efEconomic Security and Child Welfare. The change
H. Ford's
Wendell
Gov.
of
result
the
is
fective last Saturday and
sweeping reorganization of state government.
phase of his
Ford's executive order implements the third
various
reorganize
to
281
Nov.
last
announced
overall plan (
staff in
agencies. James T. Fleming, head of the reorganization
1974 legislature to
the
ask
will
Ford
says
office,
governor's
the
enact the executive order into law.
Human
Laurel True, whom Ford appointed secretary for his
the new
Resources Cabinet on March 2, will be commissioner of
department.
Kentuckians than
The health and welfare agencies touch more
will be conany units. Program activities of the new agency
Services,
Social
Insurance,
Social
for
bureaus
solidated into
Services.
Manpower
Health Services and

ed a Am el 11•17.•

IMANDLERS

Plans have been completed by the Tappan
Company, Murray Division, to construct a range
storage facility at the Murray plant, it was announced by Robert Wyman, general manager.
Mrs. Mary Thurmond Mitchell, age 55,4ieck today
at Frankfort. She is the daughter of Mrs. Charlie
Thurmond of Calloway County.
Zane E. Cunningham, son of Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Cunningham of Murray Route One, has been appointed district manager of WOW in the Bowling
Green area.
The Calloway County Homemakers Council made
plans for annual day at the meeting held yesterday' • -fn-announcing the changes Ford said, "This is the most imlay in terms of service delivery by state government
at tlie MSC Student Union Building. Mrs. Kenton port
office as governor. " The governor emphasized
assumed
I
since
presided.
president,
Broach,
is not a shifting or a

20 Years Ago Today
LIMO=•TIBIZ• FILI

W.O. Davidson, Sr., father of Mrs. David Henry of
Murray, died at Poplar Bluff,Mo.
Congressman Harold H. Velde of Illinois was a
2 weeks. He was
1
visitor in Murray during the past 2/
a guest of Larry Kerley, local businessman and
former agent for the Bureau of Investigation.
"The Little League season has come and gone and
everyone agrees that it was one of the most successful ever held here," from the column, "Seen &
Heard Around Murray."
Don Tucker is attending the 27th national convention of Tao Kappa Epsilon fraternity at Des
Moines, Iowa.

Bible Thoughtfor Today
0 give thanks unto the Lord, for he is good: for his
mercy endureth forever.—Psalm 107:1.

Sometimes we forget to be grateful and need to
think of God's goodness, for it we think we shall
thank.
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Area Power Rate
Below National

Residential cuitisners served
by TVA power distributors paid
an average of 1.3 cents a
++++
kilowatt-hour for electricity
Several state officials have sought to assist our 1973 Miss
during the fiscal year ended
first
the
become
to
seeks
who
Louisville,
of
Lewis
Kentucky, Lyda
was 56 percent of
Kentuckian and the first black American girl to be chosen Miss June 30. That
America. The national beauty pageant takes place this week in the national average.
TVA data show that during
Atlantic City, N.J., with the theme being "Movie On." Miss
Lewis, age 24, is the oldest participant in the 1973 Miss America the year the average residential
contest. Predictions are that the tall, talented vocalist will be the rate in the Tennessee Valley
first Miss Kentucky since Linda Sawyer of 1964, to be in the final region'inC'reased from 1.28 to
ten who will compete an national television next Saturday night. 1.30 cents a kilowatt-hour. The
In the program for the pageant Kentucky through the national average increased
Department of Public Information) sponsors a fullpage ad- from 2.25 cents to about 2.32
vertisement with Miss Lewis' photo and the following: "Beauty cents in the same period.
has long been a hallmark of Kentucky. along with Southern
More than two million
charm and hospitality known throughout the world. Miss Ken- residential customers in parts
tucky, I.yda Lewis, and all Kentuckians invite you to enjoy the of seven states are served by 160
beauty of the Bluegrass state."
local municipal and cooperative

Quips To Make An Artist
Want To Give It All Up

••••••••• ion.Its
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that "the new human resources concept
grouping of old departments. It is a complete realignment and
creation of a new system, of service delivery, directly to hundreds of thousands of itentuckians and directly to all Kentuckians."
Ford's executive order also trendem to the new department the
Commission of Aging, Commission on Children and Youth.
Commission for Handicapped Children, Bureau of Veteran Affairs, Commission on Women, Comprehensive Health Planning,
Office of Economic Opportunity, and Office of Youth Affairs.
The new department now has about 10,000 state employes.

According to Boyle

By HAL BOYLE
NEW YORK (API — Remarks that an avant-garde artist gets tired of hearing:
"I like your latest canvas,
Lance. What is it a picture of!"
"You can buy it if you want
to, Maude. But where will you
hang it—in the basement or the
attic?"
"Don't tell me a man has to
go to art school to learn to turn
out junk like this?"
"Did you paint this one with
a brush or a pocket comb,
Lance?"
‘Thit—W-TME11 lfife-A
had run across it before it
dried out."
"Don't tell me what it is,
Lance. It's more fun to guess."
"I love this canvas, 'Nocturne in a Red Brickyard.' But
I can't help wondering why he
painted all the bricks a bright
blue."
"If my daughter turned in a
drawing like that in kindergarten, the teacher would make
her stand in the corner with a
dunce cap on her head."
"Well, I hope he at least has
the common sense to marry
money. He'll never earn any."
"As Lance's parents, naturally we're proud of him. His real
ambition was to be a sculptor,
but we only own a small grocery store, and we couldn't afford to buy him the marble he

rell'en down
nib'am set!

the

at 1 1 :00
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Copi.y News Service

1
2.4.
Where You Really Do See
the Finest Motion Picture,s!
MINIAINANI,Ns

established in 1933, home
consumers were paying an
average of more than 5 cents a
kilowatt-hour for electricity.
The average for homes served
with TVA power dropped to
about 2 cents by 1943, then to 1.3
cents in 1953, and below one cent
in 1963 before rising costs of
power operations raised the
average to its present level.
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Home use of electricity
rebounded during the year from
a two-year lag attributed
mainly to mild weather conditions that had reduced home
heating and cooling demands in
1971-1972 Average use per
home for the 1973 fiscal year
*ctric systems that distribute was 15,000
kilowatt-hours, a rise
One former Kent:110Y butt*.%Wen wgianow is an Otractive' 'VA power.
of about 500 kWh over previous
Layne Collins of
personable lady politician is lovely Ma
At the time TVA was high in 1970.
Versailles. Mrs. Collins, a Shelbyville native, is Kentucky's
Democratic National Committeewoman. She recently completed
**-0.1 ************
**
a statelwide tour promoting voter re-registration ( Sept. 24, is the
deadline) and all reports are that the 36-year-old ex-school
Coming Oct 411
teacher was very impressive. Her husband. Dr Bill L. Collins. is
a successful dentist and is frequently in western Kentucky hunJohn Wayne as
ting in Ballard County or fishing at Kentucky Lake.
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Next Week
'CAMELOT'
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"Cahill U.S. Marshall"

AGAIN
The Legislative Board of Ethics, meeting last week at the
ONCE
Starts
capitol, adopted rules of procedure for hearing complaints
him?"
against legislators and recommended statutory changes. Rules of *M• AGNIFICENT ENTERTAINMENT: *
"No, I don't think Lance procedure for the board,created by the 1972 General Assembly as
Starts Thurs.,
needs a rich patron. What I a watchdog over legislative ethics, were mainly the work of State *
think he needs is a good case of Rep. George Street Boone, D-Elkton. Boone, an attorney who was * Sept. 13
—so he'll forget all chosen lu.styear by the cajpitoIRreas corps as "outstanding freshI
t being an artist."
man legislator," says the procedures would include spa*
"What he really wants to do hearings and investigations.
* Shown During
gova
for
is to paint a mural
Former House Speaker Shelby McCallum of Benton is chairernment building, but no man of the ethics committee.
This Engagement.
A SUPER CHARGED GIRL!
branch of the government is
++++++
4
ALWAYS READY
pig."
guinea
the
willing to be
—The Management
James H. Hunt, executive director of Coal Operators and
FOR ACTION
"I heard that the reason his
Associates, Inc., of Pikeville, has praised a study presented in
gallery picked this time to put
•
...ANY KIND!!
I
COLOR
Yocom
R.
James
I
U
SY MM
on a one-man exhibit of Lance's Washington by Kentucky Labor Commissioner
,,.,..10Yef MASON
lung
black
the
of
economic
and
impact
social
the
to
relating
V
work is because all the art critA CAM AIRAINATARAL KAM wIa-...
and coherent study ever
ics are out of town on their disease as "the most comprehensive
The
"
_solutions.
—4..Snade of the problems, their ramifications and
,•,144.4.1aos3ACAODAY AINARnSi .
vacationit."was prepared by two Louisville consultants hired by
PLUS A COLOR CARTOON
"Your art is a lot clearer to study report
M. Holland and Robert B. Hensley, II. Hunt says,
me, Lance, now that I've start- the-Terrence
-It is refreshing to know we still have young men capable of
ed going to a psychiatrist, too."
bt
aft
\
.ria.
preparing such a factual and to-the-point document on such a
complex problem The report should be required reading for
; FRI.
MEDAL AUDIENCES
every member of our state legislature before the next session."
ALL AGES ADMITTED ope
; SAT. *
The report became a controversy in July when Louisville
SAT.
Times reporter Jim Renneisen indicated that the state had paid
$77,209 over an eight month period to Holland and Hensley for a
claims, especially black lung
Federal State Market News study of workmen's compensation
benefits.
disability
Service September 4, 1973
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Purchase Area
Hog Market

Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
Market Report Includes 9
Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 109 Est. 650
Barrows and Gilts $2.00 to $3.00
lower Sows $1.00 lower.
US 1-2 200-230 lbs., 46.50-47.00
US 1-3 200-240 lbs., 46.00-46.50
US 2-4 240-260 lbs., 45.50-46.00
US 3-4 260-280 lbs., 45.00-45.50
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs., 43.00-44.00
US 1-3 350-850 lbs., 42.00-43.00
US 2-3 450-650 lbs., 41.00-42.00
"In my opinion he'd have Boars 34.00-38.00
paint
that
done better with all
if he had just put it on a barn."
DON'T YOU WISH
"For a moment I kind of
EVERYBODY DID
liked the one titled 'Nude SlidEMMAUS, Pa. (AP) — Re-'
ing up a Banister—then
cent research suggests that
found that what I thought was
showering before exercise raththe banister was actually the er than after is more beneficial
nude."
to the body.
"Don't you think this one
According to a report in Fitwould have a deeper meaning ness for Living Magazine, the
if you just hung it sideways, outer blood vessels constrict in
a cold shower, so the core temLance?"
"1 told you the children were perature can be kept down during exercise- without -bringing
ileo fold*.fo 1Yring ea'the
.have to take the blood all the way to the
_tiger.
-body's -surface: Thus-there-II— them home now. They say the
more blood Available to carry
paintings scare them."
oxygen to the muscles and tis"They used to have a finger- sues, and to carry wastes away
painting chimpanzee at the Bal- from the muscles. The pulse
*nore Zoo. Do you suppose rate is lower, and the recovery
Lance Wolk any lessons from rate faster than normal.

7:30

:4 BIG SHOWS for 1 Admission!

++++++
Gov. Ford told William Peeples, capitol bureau chief for The
Lexington Herald, last week that he is stati.sfied with legislative
reapportionment as it is now. This is a different position from that
taken by Lt. Gov. Julian Carroll, who recently said he wants some
districts reapportioned to preserve county lines.
++++
Kentucky's governmental budget, to be considered by the 1974
legislature, is being prepared on a program basis instead of the
traditional organizational basis.
++ +
After 14 men have escaped from the prison farm at Kentucky
State Penitentiary so far this year, Corrections Commissioner
Charles Holmes has ordered an investigation lido the farm
program. All but three of the escapees have been returned.

Open 7:00-Start 7:45
IVE
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Ends

" "THE DEVIL'S WEDDING NIGHT"
& "THE LOVE DOCTORS" P

by Carl Riblet Jr.

GEORGE
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6:30

MONb PAtIAVISION* Of LUXE Cada MI
he Winer ha i haw Ccerseicallera mpg

GI

2 BIG HITS!!
THE

HIP-EST HEIST IN
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HISTORY!

'he pofitraans couldn't talk about
the Dobermans took' r
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'."

Prune P

.
• r•.:,1%

cVVOMAN
'CREATEI)
* exiiikvisiON• TeCtenCOLOOR' Nen

DOBERMANS

Now that the college year is once again underwAy,
we are reminded that there are four reasons for
going to campus: in some few cases to learn how to &Vest,
IhiikwiftwleRy 434186 toleant-how-to pretest-,ionlost- —
cases to.grab a diploma foriob-huntintand in nearly_
-Tie -Six who
ill &lies Meet members Of the oppos
are glad to be opposite.
"Education is the process of drivigg
a set of prejudices down your throat."

"STRAW
DCIOS"R

10:05

GREEN COC

Apples

11:45

— Tonight 11:60 P.M..

'OH CALCUTTA'
RAVED X

—Martin 11. Fischer

AL

"RAGE'

* * THURS.-FRI.-SAT. * *

A

Isn't It The Truth!
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WITH THIS COUPON THRU TUES . SEPT 11
LIMIT ONE SUBJECT TO APPLICABLE TAXES

WITH THIS COUPON AND 55.00 ADDITIONAL
PURCHASE. EXCLUDING TOBACCO I APED FRESH
OR FROZEN MILK PRODUCTS IN TENN.) AND
IN ADDITION TO ANY OTHER PURCHASE RE
OUIREMENTS. GOOD THRU TUES.. SEPT. 11
LIMIT ONE. SUBJECT ZO AP•LICASILIE TAXES

D111111111111111111111111111111111
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SIRA
LOW

1,1:e
vilikt
100

PLUS TOP VALUE STAMPS

TURKEY
Drumsticks

GREEN GIANT

Golden Corn

Sweet Peas

64

$1

4

1

FEATURED "PfECE-A-WEEK"
THRU SEPT. 11
FULL
SIZED

101/4" DINNER PLATE
C
EA 49

CHOICE
NO COUPONS SUE AS
•••••V A• VOU LIAO

346
3c.s89c

17-0Z 23C
CANS

OMPtEIER

":‘ •

FEATURE Of THE WEEK •

THRU SEPT. 11

CANS

KROGER MANDARIN

This coupon worth 1/.50.
T°T:c.

Oranges

22 02

Joy Liquid

Pizza

$1

BTL

1 3c OFF LAPEL

66

$123

Tea Bags

8-OZ PKG.

Liptess Tea

PK G

EA

Treasury of

s Classics
'
Children
VOL 6

EA

35-0Z

Cascade

$3.49 Cv IZPON

World

Kroger -100 Count

LABEL

FOX DELUXE

$4.99 "Ka
1.50

TATERS

65c 46, 4

.S.srgi
Aa

SUGAR &
CREAMER

11 OZ

MAYONNAISE
13c OFF

Boneless Ham

CHERRY BLOSSOM PATTERN
OR ENGLISH GARDEN

KROGER I PO/FN

PKG.

GLENDALE WHOLE

01

OZ $ 1

Kroger Drink

KROGER

Fruit Cocktail

16

I -Le $
CANS

Ivoly

1 -LB.
CANS

PINEAPPLE-GRAPEFRUIT

Tomatoes

i

319

12-02

CANS

AVONDALE

edac
i on
SlicmRRF

-...••••••••_

NIBLETS WHOLE KERNEL

LB.

TA

TOO YAM STAMPS
s , yr* Ms teepee asilSr"spaseire
a
rr
.1.2
1 I
1,
III

BAKERY PRICES GOOD THRU SAT., SEPT. 8.
ALL OTHERS GOOD THRU TUES., SEPT. 11.
LIMIT RIGHT RESERVED. COPYRIGHT - 1973 THE KROGER CO.

BEEF & HYDRATED SOYA FLOUR MIX

IfIffMndifolhb

89(

THIS

WEEK
ONLY*

JUmBir.) Pt!!Ni
SAUSAGE.
OR HAM•URGER

10

PET PRIDE DRY

JIFFY

b t Fillets
Turbo

Dinners
2-LEf.$114k,9_,_

95

c

2 ROLLS

SUPER
PKG
OF 24

Kotex

8 c

3
ICE CREAM

LB

Danish

Rolls

3

10-0Z
PK GS

POLAR PAP

24-CT
Fudge Bars

89c
99C

OKFG1?
P

1 15

39'

GRAPE
FRESH

1
4 84(
[...torswrgynval
Peaches
$

Celery

Hearts

s; Apples
OtP
o
P
lii
DeW

p.69c
3 941(

4

LBs

Colby Cheese

Limas

Fordhook

PK G

Vegetables

Watermelons

EA.

69(

3

I

White Bread

COUNTRY

LOAVES

FLAME OR TWIN •IROWN •SERVE

Rolls

39c

PKG

$
1 -LB
LOAVES

'OPFKai 29
OT 23

STYLE

BTL

World

Pi W....NAME

GOOD THRU TUES.. SEPT. 11. LIMIT ONE
:
SU•JECT TO APPLICA114.
.IIIIIIIIIIIII
Ii .1141,44111.6

•

PILLSBURY FLOUR
GOOD THEW TUES. SEPT II LIMIT ONE
SUISJECT TO APIN.ICA•LE TAXES

99c
85c

RIC..

JAR

FREEZE-DRIED COFFEE

WORTH 10c CASH

EA
POWOF

• ••

TOWARD THE PURCHASE OF A 5-LB BAG

13 OZ $
PKGS

aairol Shampoo

47

CCM IT

KROGER

3

8-0Z

12-02
JAR

TOWARD THE PURCHASE or A 4-0Z

68c

HERBAL ESSE NCE

AN

BRILLO SOAP PADS

WORTH 204 CASH

10-0Z.89
PKGS.

Rolls

Quiet

PUNCH DETERGENT

ROLL 40 of
49-02 La
PKG V7

PIII

3

$1

20-0Z

12.0Z.IW
80-CT. 11C
P.KG
50-ET lc

•

PK G

BATIlisEitEADS

39c
VILLAGE BAKERY

A U T°MAMA/AMISH_ _LIQUID

JIF.PEANUT BUTTER

I

SANDWICH BREAD

34.pz.55

C

2-LB

Mackeyes

PKG

VANISH BOWL CLEANER

BO-PEEP AMMONIA

PK C, 01 12

Red Ripe

FRESH, SUNNYSLOPIE

EARS

PKG

KROGER

FROSTY ACRES

LONGHORN

15.02.53

BAGGIES SANDWICH BAGS

28-OZ.69(

Beans

47

WINDEX SPRAY

STRETCH 'N SEAL

KROGER CUT

2-LB

THOMPSON SEEDLESS WHITE

LBS

3:9

Green

_

CRYSTAL DRANO

I ICED

rPOIFN

48-02.$ 1 g

FUTURE FLOOR FINISH

4'i-oz. jar 8/

KROGER MIXED

10-0Z.

FRESH. BLUE

BTL

STRAWBERRIES

CHILLY THING

KROGER

Apples

22 0749

KROC,I.

PKG

Crunch Bars

. made possible by temporary manufacturer's allowances with the sayings
passed on to you. Watch for these
items, marked by special signs in our
stores.

JAR

Liquid

Palmolive

Food

KROGER CINNAMON -DANISH OR ORANGE

39c
LBS

1 -LB
Coffee Mate
'toe OFF LABEL

70t

Broccoli

Prune Plums
GREEN COOKING

CA RNA HON

200-C
PKGS.

1Faiiial Tissue

53,
93,

24-02
BTL

Juice

Lemon

Heinz Strained

"
s
'
ACHOILTg,,,c

FRESH

BCH

"RECONSTiTUTED" REALEMON

PKGS 079
OR

SAVINGS

t., /t

DELSEY-PRINT BATHROOM

KLEENEX

TURKEY & GRAY y MEAT
S. SALIS•URY STEAK

PKG.

4-LB
PK G

Cat Food

Tissue
REGULAR

FAMILY PAK
OF 3-LBS.
OR MORE

3 spi

$1

3:.3

EA.

LB

TOWELS

NAPKINS

TO 12 LB

(..,JAIEL)

DEODORANT

99c

1111111 1 I o ,

111111
••,

1 111
.
.
1 ,1.1.1. 1 41.14,1
.

1

1(4)9ef
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Methodist Women
Of Mason's Chapel
Hold Regular Meet
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"Get Acquainted" Tea

Married Last Friday

Planned By Dames Club

The Murray State University
Dames Club will have its "get
acquainted" tea on Sunday,
Mrs. Bobby Grogan and Mrs. September 9, at 2:30 p.m. on the
Thyra Crawford were speakers second floor of the home
at the monthly meeting of the economics building (across
Mason's
Chapel
United from the Student Union
Methodist Church Women.
Building) on North 15th Street.
The Senior Citizens director,
All married women students
Mrs. Grogan, discussed the
wives of students are inand
program in Murray and
Calloway County She. along vited to attend. The Dames Club
softball
with Mrs. Crawford, showed has speakers, parties,
social
club
a
is
and
etc.,
teams,
.ides of the Senior Citizens
involved in their numerous for the purpose of giving the
activities including ceramics married women a night out, a
and stitchery classes, plastic club officer aaiCL
molds, educational courses,
All interesTed persons—are
recreation, potluck luncheons. invited and for transportation
trips and outings including bus call 762-4198, said Donna
trips to Paducah, Fort Camp- Almond, publicity chairman ofr
bell, and Land Between the the club.
Lakes.
The widow display at Scott
Drugs downtown
was also
shown in the slides where the
men and women sell their crafts
to pay expenses.
_ At the present time this
RODGERS BOY
project is financed by the
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Franklin
federal government with Rodgers, Heritage Drive,
matching donations from the Mayfield, are the parents of a
City and county. Membership baby boy, Gaylon Lewis, born
cards are available by con- on Thursday, August 30, at the
lactizig. Mrs. .Grogan aLhpr Western Baptist Hospital,
office at St total's Episcopal Paducah.
Church.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Preceding the program by the Mrs. Clifford Rodgers of
guests, Mrs. Nola Chrisman, Murray Route One and George
program leader for the month. Cates of Cuba.
gave a talk on -Community
Missions," using articles and
poetry to portray the attitudes
and ideas of the life of a senior
citizen. .
Mrs. Chrisman closed her
program with the Senior
Citizens song. A donation was
given to the Senior Citizens
Croke.
\ salad supper was served
With twelve members and eight
visitors present.
The next meeting will be held
September 12, at 7:30 p.m. at
the church with Mrs. Eupal
Underwood to give the program
on
"Public
Education-A
Teacher's Viewpoint." Mrs.
Jenria Carter will be hostess.

FBIRTHS4

Duplicate Bridge Club
-At- Gleaso
One of the largest 'groups
since the beginning of the
Murray Open Duplicate Bridge
Club met Wednesday _ night,
August M.
Visitors participating were
Jan Hammond, a student from
North.wsetern University,
Chicago, Illinois, Mrs. Martha
Conroy of Columbus, Ohio, and
Mrs. Catherine Kay from
Jonathan Creek.
Using a Mitchell Movement
for the evening, the winners
were North,-South, 1st place,
Dr. and Mrs. Max Carman;
second place, Catherine Kay
and her partner, Martha Conroy
of Columbus, Ohio.
The winners East West were
1st place, Dr. and Mrs. Bob
Howard, second place, The
Chuck Rangs.
The Murray Open Duplicate
Bridge Club welcomes all
persons interested in playing
Duplicate Bridge. Persons may
Trne either with a partner for
yourself or come singly and be
paired at the meet. The Club
meets every Wednesday night
at 7:00 p.m. at Gleason Hall on
North 12th Street.

!.11

church at seven p.m.
Wednesday,September 5
Mission groups of the Spring
The Garden Department of
Creek Baptist Church will meet
the Murray Woman's Club will
at the church at 7:30 p.m.
have a workshop at eleven a.m.
Baptist Young Women and at the club house, followed by•
Baptist Women of Flint Baptist sack lunch, and the business
Church will hold separate meeting at 1:30 p.m.
meetings at seven p.m.
Murray Women of the Moose
Baptist will meet at eight p.m. at the
Corner
Cherry
Women and Baptist Young lodge hall.
Women are scheduled to have
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
separate meetings at the church
Beta
Sigma Phi sorority will
p.m.
7:30
at
meet at the Ellis Community
Blankenship Circle of the Center at 7:30 p.m.
South Pleasant Grove United
Baptist Young Women of
Methodist Church is scheduled
First Baptist Church will
to meet at seven p.m.
provide transportation for
senior citizens from nine a.m. to
Thursday,September 6
12 noon. Call 753-1854 if you need
Junior Golf Trophy potluck transportation.
dinner will be held at the
Twin Lakers Good Sam Cfub
Murray Country Club at seven
p.m. All golfers and their will have a business meeting
and ice cream social at the
families are invited.
Jimmy Graham home, 505
Jessie Ludwick Circle of the Richardson, at seven p.m.
First Presbyterian Church will
Saturday, September 8
meet at the home of Mrs. Oils
A ''Koffee ('latch," will be
McNelis, 205 South 15th Street,
held for all newcomers to the
at 1:30 p.m. Note change in
Murray State University
date.
community from 10:30 a.m. to
Baptist Young Women of 12 noon at the home of Mrs.
Spring Creek Church will meet Donald (Bonnie) Jones, 1608
at 7:30 p.m, at the church.
Keenland. The event will be
hosted by officers and comBaptist Young Women of mittee chairmen of the MS1.1
Kirksey Church will meet at the Women's Society.

Deck
By Abigail Van Buren

Grandpa doesn't \Vain
to play Dad again
DEAR ABBY; I am a 65-year-old man who has been
looking forward to retirement after 40 years with one company. I dreamid of traveling, and now my wife and I can
finally afford it. Here comes the problem: Our son just
gave us the news that he and his wife are splitting up and
be is taking his two sons and she is taking the two daughters, and he wants US to raise the boys! His mother is all
for it, and 1 am all against it. I say, we raised ours and
now he can raise his.
As I see it, if he wants to end his marriage and chase
skirts again, he can hire someone to look after his children
His mother has always been a softie, and he can get anything he wants from her.
Please, please, help me get my wife to see things my
way. I know I am right, but I can't convince her
TOO OLD FOR KIDS
DEAR TOO: My telling you that I see it your way may
not have any influence on your wife's decision. but
I think
your sou ought to paddle his own canoe.

• Mr. and Mrs. Doyal Ray Culver
•
Miss Freda Joy Colson, daughter of Mr and Mrs. Calvert
Colon of Dexter, and Doyal Ray Culver,son of Mr. and Mrs. John
Culver of Hardin, were married on Friday, August 3/, at six
o'clock in the evening in the sanctuary of the Hardin Pentecostal
Church of God.
Rev Marilyn Williams performed the double ring ceremony.
Miss Ava Colson, sister of the bride, was maid of honor, and Eddie
Culver. brother of the groom,served as best man.
Following the ceremony a reception was held ill the church
fellowship hall.
The couple left after the reception for a weekend at Lookout
Mountain. Chattanooga, Tenn.
The new Mr. and Mrs. Culver are now residing at their home in
Hardin

—Melt Amanda White, a local
senior citizen who is 92 years of
age, conducted a "Sing Along"
at the Murray-Calloway County
Library on Tuesday, August 21.
Mrs. White played as other
senior citizens and guests sang
some of their favorite hymns.
The program was opened with
the old hymn, "Amazing
Grace," and Mrs. Margaret
Trevathan, librarian, told the
dory of John Newton, author of
' the words to this song.

Lassiter Home Is
Scene Of Meeting
The United Methodist Women
al the Coles Camp Ground
qhurch held their regular
monthly meeting on Wednesday, August 22, at seven
p.m. in the home of Mrs. Charlie
Lassiter.
"An Inspired Church" was
the topic of the program given
by Mrs. Raymond Wrather.
Mrs. Keith Letterman,
president, presided at the
ismess meeting and Mrs.
Wrather led the closing pryaer.
During the social period
refreshments were served by
Mrs. Lassiter
Members present were
Mesdames Austelle Crouse,
Marvin Scott, Keith Letterman,
Trellis McCuiston, Raymond
Wrather, Fred Lovett, and
Charlie Lassiter.
The next regular meeting will
be held Wednesday. September
19, at seven p.m. at the home of
Mrs. Marvin Scott.

ACTEENS of the Kirksey Baptist Church made stuffed toys foe their "Christmas in August"
project at the meeting held at the home of the leader, Mrs W A. Erwin. Shown, are, left to right,
Anna Erwin,Sherry Lawrence, Janet Thweatt,Sheila Darnell, and Karen Edwards.

After the ''Sing Along," the
group listened to a recording of
the Troy, Albama Choral
Singers, directed by Charles

Farmer, nephew of Mabel
Robertson, a senior citizen,
here.
Present for the occasion were
Ovie Sue Galloway, Annie
Willis, Rubena Dawes, Otie
Trevathan, Lillian Hicks, Amy
Wilson, Olive Hagen, Amble
Willoughby, Corinne Luther,
Ethel Walker, Carrie Hicks,
Virginia Swann, Lectra Andrus,
Dollie Haley, Ruby Barnes,
Meda Jackson, Lola Hale,
Mabel Robertson, Dixie Workman, Hildred Sharpe, Lenora
Jones, Thyra Crawford, Verona
Grogan, director of senior
citizens, Mrs. White, and
Mrs. Trevathan.

DEAR ABBY My husband has a buslifte
associate
who is also a friend, and he always
greets me with a big
hug and kiss even tho I don't do anything
to encourage
him.
My husband doesn't like it and thinks I could
do more
to control the situation.
I don't want to make a big deal out of it, but
I really
don't know bow I can keep this man away from
me without
insulting him. Maybe I am too timid, but I cant just tell
anybody off. Is there another way?
TIMID
DEAR TIMID: You don't have to tell him off. Greet
him with an outstretched RAND (for shaking! instead of
open arms for hugging and kissing.

GRANULATED SUGAR
SUBSTITUTE
Box of 100
Packets

We Reserve The Right To
Limit Quantities

ARTHRITIS
PAIN
FORMULA

MINI*

Bottle of 40

East Side of The Square
Reg. '1.09

Paquin
Lotion
For Extra Dry Skin
10-oz. Plastic Dottie
with Dispenser

TRASH CAN
LINERS

Sala

Irox of 15 with lies
Fits up to 44.q1s
No 18 3
' •-Salt
Rog. 98

46c,

SCHICK

JOHNSON & JOHNSON

BLADES

BAND-AID BRAND

Pack of 7
Reg. '1.29
N.1.51.1.P1omeneg

Davco Value Pack

69

Plastic Strips-No. 5624
Sheer Strips-No. 4624
Your Choice
Box of 5049,
1040W" Reg. 87' ea.
ea.
.
Enr
"
usavirtir"eumuRs- EMBOSSING TAPE
For
with Dymo Label
IL M kijeser
-Choice of red, blue, black.
green 3/rx12'
_
,..„ge;i4,110,Reg•

(it
''58

EFFERDENT
DENTURE CLEANSER
_
TABLETS
PL 4U
411—
It

sle29.9

it
tt
3.0. Burke. .

Reg. '1.08

59' sal. 66;
SCOTCH MAGIC
TRANSPARENT

HAIR SPRAY
Choice of Regular, Super
Hold, Unscented, Super
Unscented
13-oz
Reg. '1.09
9

TAPE
/12"x800"
Reg. 59' ea.

29;

No. 119

Sale

NEW SMARTEE

NAIL
POLISH

ARR
1D
Light

Powder
Anti-Perspirant

Choice of Bright Exciting
Colors

Giant 14-oz. Can
Reg. s2.49

Reg,59`

Sale$128
SCRIPTO THINUNE RAE

69 I LEMY

•

No. P409

"NM LIMNS WOMAN)OK.

Reg. 49'
fr

DEAR ABBY: 1 am 21, married, and have a 14-monthold son whom I adore. Now you'd think with all
I have to
do I'd be busy enough to keep me satisfied, but
I'm not. I
keep-a clean house, Cook three iood-theals a day,
and my
Laundry is up-to-date.
I want to really be somebody and do something
besides
housework day in and day out. I'd even be satisfied
with a
factory job but nobody will hire me. I think it's
because I
tell the truth on the job applications. I quit school
in the 9th
grade, which was the dumbest thing I ever did,
Now I
realize it, but I can't turn back the clock.
• Do they have schools for dropouts like me?
I want so
much to get my high school diploma. I know when
my son
gets older he will be ashamed of his mother
because she
didn't even finish 9th grade.
When people use big words and say things
I don't
understand, I just keep quiet because I'm too
ashamed to
let on that I don't know what they're talking
about
Please help me, Abby.
FAILURE
DEAR YOUNG WOMAN: I refuse to call you
"Failure"
because "Failures" are saddled with their lot.
and you are
not. You eau get your high adios' diploma
thro an adult
education program. Get la touch with a counselor
at your
Nearest public high school, or write to the
General Education Development Council, 1
Depot 471Sele, Washington,
D. C. Good luck and God bless.
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FRANKFORT, KY—About
5,200 visitors to the Kentucky
State Fair, Aug. 16-25, took a
few minutes to stop at the State
Department of Health exhibit to
get a free skin test for TB, says
H. Mac Vandiviere, M. D.
director of the Division of
Tuberculosis Control.
The nurses and clerks who
staffed the booth report that
many people said they'd had a
test at last year's fair and
wanted another one this year.
"That's really gratifying to us,"
said Dr. Vandiviere. "It means
that those people know what the
TB skin test is and why someone
who has a negative result one
year should be checked again
the next."
He explains that if someone
has TB germs in his body,
there'll be a swelling at the site
of the test two days after the
tuberculin is injected under the
skin. That person should see his
physician or local health
department promptly.
"Although a postitive reaction
doesn't necessarily indicate the
presence. of active tuberculosis,
further studies should be mede," notes Dr. Vandiviere.
Often, "positive reactors" are
placed on drug therapy to
prevent TB infection from
developing into active disease.
In addition to giving the free
tuberculin skin test to 5,200
people, the division's State
provided
exhibit
Fair
educational material on how
tuberculosis affects its victims
and the detection, diagnosis and
treatment services provided
by the State Department of
Health for Kentucky's TB
patients.

August 30, 1973
ADULTS 104
NURSERY 3
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS

OF OUR SAVINGS-PRICED QUALITY FOODS

BODY BAR SOAP
with Oil Bath Beads

-bath size

25'

COFFEE

offee-mate

POLISH WYROB

from ernation
Needs no refrigeration

Frosty Acres

12-oz.

DISMISSALS
Michelle
Miss Carolyn
Thompson, Route 5, Murray,
Mrs. Velie Elmo Jones and
Baby Boy, Route 5„ Benton,
Audrey Ray Hill, Route 1, Almo,
Lee Crawford Barnett, Route 1,
Almo, Frank Lotus Dalton, 1114
Sycamore, Murray, Miss Carol
336
Griffith,
DeGwen
Edgewood, Paris, Tenn.,
Master Michael William Hibbard, 1227 W. Dogwood,
Murray, Mrs. Orna Lou Tidwell,
1211 Melrose, Murray, Betty
Lou Parrish, Route 3, Murray,
Mrs. Gayle Ann Cook, Route 3,
Columbia, Tenn., Elbert Wall
Robertson, Hamlin, Mrs. Gertie
Edwards, Route 5, Benton,
Nathan Euphery Cohoon, Route
6, Murray, Mrs. Hattie May
Burnett, Box 103, Lynnville,
Luther Frances Hendon, Route
3, Murray, Mrs. Flossie May
Outland, 1303 Vine St., Murray,
George Louis Gallman, Jr., 1504
Belmont, Murray, Mrs. Grade
Ann Orr, Route 7, Murray,
Sterling John Hamilton I expired), Route 1, Box 64-B,
Kirksey.

•

—
. ;47.1
oz.2

August 31, 1973
ADULTS 102
NURSERY -2NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Boy Hester ( Mother,
Linda Lou), Box 36, Kirksey.
DISMISSAIS
Mrs. Sally Ann Futrell, Box
655, Murray, Mrs. Rosie Jones
Rudd, Box 36, Smithland, Mrs.
Marion Grace Flood, Dexter,
Mrs. Dorothy Margaret Bracey,
507 Beale, Murray, Mrs. Kattie
Nell Parker, Route 5, Murray,
Dallas Veltan Thorne, 502 Elrh
Street, Murray, Carol Douglas
Ingram, 5957 Williams, Taylor,
Mich., Mrs. Lucille Hale, Route
1, Dexter, James Michael
Lassiter, Box 364, Murray, John
Rayburn Ryan, 1509 Alexandria,Paducah, Mrs. Wanda Fay
Robertson and Baby Boy, Route
1, Puryear, Tenn., Mrs. Joyce
Ann Krimm and Baby Girl,
Route 1, Hardin, Mrs. Mary
Dellis Miller, 319 Woodlawn,
Murray, Raymond Foard
Dixon, Route 5, Box 2022,
Nebraska
Murray, Mrs.
Stamps, 717 Nash, Murray,
Mrs. Madudie Lee Young, 412
South 5th, Hayti, Missouri. Mrs.
Essie Aline Marine, Lynn
Grove.
HOW ABOUT PICKLES
AND ICE CREAM?
CHESTER, England (AP)
Patricia Southall's late -night
----. -tv•aying-Ler-feeit44-41tanait Law
--- days before_ the..bittbf_tier
baby netted trouble for her MI5band, Gordon.
He rushed out, took a boat on
the river and hooked a 12pounder. He was fined $100 for
poaching.

Breast 99c lb.
Legs

89c lb.

Thighs 89c lb.
Wings 59c lb.

INSTANT
NESCAFE
I frOZ

(with coupon)

t1

09

‘.

Good Only at Patter's
Limit 1 per faintly

Necks & Backs 39c lb.
.YOu CAN'T BEAT OUR PRICE!!"
"IF YOU MATCH OUR QUAL1TY..

SHOP WHERE
YOU_ CAN

SAVE!!
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Major League Wrapup

Margaret-Court Ready To 18 Regulars Return
Erase A Few Black Marks For Ohio State Team ----

St Louis Gets A Break To Defeat Bucs,
White Sox Use Power To Shoot Down Texas
Ely KEN RAPPOPORT
Beds 12, Astros
runs batted in.
Associated Press Sports Writer
Pinch-hitter Phil Gagliano
The White Sox jumped Jim
"He's out" said Bill Viadon drove in the winning run with a
of the Pittsburgh Pirates. "He's squeeze bunt single in the 10th Bibby for five runs in the first
safe "said Red Schoendienst of inning and streaking Cincinnati three innings and then exploded
the St ['Ads Cardinals.
exploded for five runs with two for six runs in the sixth inning
"He's out" said umpire Ed- out to beat Houston 12-7. Mets with May's 17th homer touching
off the rally.
die Vargo ''He's safe," said
Meta 7, Phillies 1
umpire Bruce Froemming.
.Torn Seaver fired a four-hitRed c.fix 2, Orioles 1
Not only were the managers ter and struck out 13. pitching
Ben Oglivie's leadoff homer
unable to agree but it also took New York over Philadelphia 7- in the 12th inning boosted Bostwo umpires to figure out what 1, Seaver raised his season ton to a ?-1 decision over Baltihappened in a key play of the strikeout total to 218. tops in more and cut the Orioles' first
Cardinals 4-2 victory Tuesday the National League. It was the place lead in the American
night
fifth time this year that Seaver League East to five games over
Losing 2-0 going into the cli- has struck out 10 batters or the Red Sox.
mactic eighth inning. the Cardi- more in one game
Tigers 2, Yankees 1
nals scored three times and the
Expos 3, Cutts 2
Rookie Ron Cash's first matie-breaking run was the one
Rookie right-hander Steve jor league hit drove in Detroit's
that started all the confusion.
Rogers won his third straight winning run as the Tigers
Lou Brock was on third base game limiting Chicago to five trimmed the New York Yanwhen Pirate reliever Dave hits as Montreal nipped the kees 9j
Giusti threw a wild pitch. Cubs 3-2.
Cash' purchased by the TiBrock came home as catcher
gers from their Toledo farm
Manny Sanguillen recovered
fly HAI B0e1C
club Tuesday drilled a second
quickly and threw to Giusti. Associated Press Sports Writer inning single off Mel Stottwho was covering the plate.
In recognition of the fast-ap- lemyre, 13-14 to deliver DeHome plate umpire Vargo proaching football season, the troit's deciding run against the
unmediately signaled "out," Chicago White Sox scored two Yankees. Duke Sims had sin" but Several Cardlinthrlsttlernedl- touchdowns complete with ex- gled and raced to third on an
off their bench to protest. tra points against the Texas error before Cash delivered his
Schoedienst insisted that Vargo Rangers Tuesday night.
hit
consult with second base umPlaying baseball. the White
Twins 6,•itoyals 0
pire Froernming and he even- Sox ran up a football-like 14-0
Bert Blyteven's four-hit pitchtually called the runner safe.
score against the Rangers with ing mdved Minnesota past Kan•'When Vargo asked me if the Carlos May contributing a i,tovl_f
- sas City 1,-0. It was the eighth
ball was loose, I said it was." run homer and Jim Kest,.
shutout this season tops in the
Froemming said. explaining the ing a five-hitter
- -majors. for the Twins' rightdecision
It was Chicago's sixth hander 17-14.
George Mitterwald's two-run
Rookie Dave Parker drove in straight victory and the 10th in
two runs with a homer and the last •11 games for the White double gave Blyleven a -miick
triple as the Pirates took an Sox who've been using a lead in the first inning. The
early 2-0 lead over the Cardi- rookie-dotted lineup. Freshman Minnesota pitcher said that
nals. Then came the argu- Bill Sharp led a 13-hit Chicago early edge helped. "I'm usually
attack with three hits and two nervous before a game anyway
mentative eighth.
'
f:tants 3, Dodgers I
Ron Bryant allowed only one
hit and got last-out relief help
from Elias Sosa to pitch San
Francisco over Los Angeles 3-1.
Bryant the National League's
top winner with 21 decisions.
had a no-hitter going until Joe
Ferguson singled up the middle
with one out in the seventh.
Braves 3, San Diego 0
Roric Harrison and Joe
By HERSCHEL NLSSENSON.
Nieiu-o combined on an eightArizona 27, Colorado State
hitter and Dusty Baker blasted Associated Press Sports Writer 20-Jim Young wins his debut.
NEW YORK ( AP) - Better Sark Arslanian loses his debut.
a two-run homer to lead Atlanta past San Diego 3-0, Harri- late than never, here is the
West Texas State 34, Drake
son bested Rich Troedson with first prediction of the college 12--Buffaloes have one of the
eighth-inning relief help from football season: New Mexico country's foremost running attacks with Billy Pritchett and
Niekro as the Padres lost their State 27, Drake 12.
The rest of the crystal-balling Cole Fraley. They're too much
eighth straight game
can't get any better than for Jerry Heston, Drake's rethat.. because that game was man gang.
played last Saturday to open
Mississippi 35, Villanova 7the college season. Hindsight is Southern hospitality? What's
much easier than foresight.
that?
At any rate, there are 23
Other games:
games on tap this weekend. A
Grambling 21, Long Beach
word of warning: any resem- State 7; Virginia
Tech 17, WilUNIONDALE, N.Y. (AP) - blance between the predicted liam St Mary 14; Virginia 35,
scores
and the actual results is VMI 14; Clemson 10,
The New York Nets of the
The CitaAmerican Basketball Associ- purely coincidental.
del 7; Massachusetts 28, Holy
Last
year's
regularation traded former Marquette
season Cross 7; Temple 35, Xavier 0;
All-American center Jim score was 487 right, 196 wrong Texas-El Paso 17, Idaho 14;
Chones to the Carolina Cougars 'and 14 ties for a .713 per- North Texas State 21, Texas-Arfor a high 1974 draft*ice and centage.
lington 20; Davidson 24, WofThe big game this weekend is ford 17; Dayton 20,
cash Tuesday.
Youngstown
Chones averaged ltilioints the revenge clash between Ne- State 6; Presbyterian 17, Furand 7.2 rebounds for the Nets braska and UCLA at Lincoln, man 14; Fresno State 20, Cal
Neb. A year ago, Nebraska in- Poly, Pomona 12;
last season, his first in the
New Mexico
vaded Los Angeles with a 32- State 21, Lamar
pros.
14; Northern
In National Basketball Asso- game unbeaten string and Illinois 35, Indiana State 7; Pahopes of becoming the first cific 27, Sacrame
ciation developments, veteran
nto State 7;
team ever to win three con- San Jose State 28,
guard Dick Barnett of the New
Santa Clara
York Knicks retired after 13 secutive national champion- 14; Western Michigan 14, Censeasons as a pro, and the Capi- thiPth
tral Michigan 10. UCJA.endsdthat dream wi
with
tot Bullets -sent fonvard John
ofIlerTresvant to the Chicago Bulls ii-81Frt
rera's last-minute field goal.
for future considerations
"All of us recognize the fact
JERSEY CITY, N.J. ( AP)- that a year ago we were fortuRich Glover, the Lineman of nate enough to upset Nebraska
the Year in college football and and break their win streak," By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
1973 Home Runs
35
an All-American at Nebraska says UCLA Coach Pepper Rod- Most
Recent Nome RunSept 3
gers.
"If
it
was
the
other
way
last year, was placed on waiv1973 Games Remaining
12
ers Tuesday by the New York around, I know we would cer- Babe Ruth's Career Record714
Aaron's Career Record
7013
Giants of the National Football tainly be looking forward to a Aaron's Magic
Number
6
rematch-and from everything
League.
Aaron
had
I
hear
a
double
and
read,
and
the Corn- scored
Meanwhile, the
Chicago
one run in Atlanta's 30
Bears dropped wide receivers huskers feel exactly as we victory over San Diego Tuesday
night
He walked on four
Jim Seymour, a former colle- would under the same circum- straight
pitches in the first in
giate star at Notre Dame, and
fling, doubled off the left
field
It will be UCLA's Wishbone wall, barely missing a homer
Bob Wallace, and the Detroit
in
the fourth, hit into a double
Lions acquired two defensive ground game-Kermit Johnson, play
in the sixth and walked in
backs-Gene Howard from Los James McAlister, Mark Har- the eighth
Angeles and Willie Germany mon arid soph Eddie AyersTENNIS
against the pin-point passing of
from Atlanta.
FOREST HILLS. N.Y. -Dave Humm, Nebraska's lefty
Top-seeded Stan Sintth of Sea
BELGRADE ( AP) - John quarterback.
The first legitimate pre- Pines. S.C., advanced to the
Hencken, a 19-year-old sophmen's quarter -finals in the U.S.
of
the
omore at Stanford University, diction
seaOpen
Tennis Championships,
son..
Nebrask
a 28, UCLA 14.
broke the world 100-meter
North Carolina State 42, East scoring a 3-6. 7-5, 6-3, 6-4 victobreaststroke record twice Tuesry over Tom Gorman of
day at the World Swimming Carolina 27-NC. State is 17th
in
the
preseas
on rankings and Seattle. while second-seeded
Championships. Hencken was
also Nebraska't next opponent. Margaret Court of Australia detimed in 1:04.35 in a qualifying
Both sides potent on offense. - feated England's Virginia Wade
heat, then won the final in
Louisville 28, Memphis State 7-6. 7-6 and gained the women's
1:04.2.
semifinals.
Its efforts helped the U.S. 7-This could have been for the
,
FOOTBALL
take the first-day lead in the Missouri Valley championship
-JERSEY. CITY. N.J. - The
until
Memphi
s
quit
the confermedal race. The Americans
National Football League New
won nine medals, including five ece. Watch for new Louisville
York Giants placed defensive
golds, to East Germany's eight Coach T.W. Alley to follow in
lee _Corso's footsteps with a tackle Rich Glover, college
medals, four golds.
football's lineman of the year at
trick or two of his own.
Nebraska last season, on
waivers.
-=-1111W-Nationrai
-1-CaP.._e•Phltudi
._acquired corneihack Gene
PHONE 753-1272
Howard from the Los Angeles
-PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY!!
Rams and safety Willie Germany from the AU--s y-or-ons in
jktri_Willipet It-Or It Can't Be Had
Wa
exchange for it' ..ett choice'

and when we get a couple of
early runs. I can really challenge them "he said.
Indians 1, Brewers 4
A two-run ninth inning home
run lifted Cleveland to a 5-4
victory over Milwaukee.
The Brewers took a 4-2 lead
into the ninth but John Lowenstein's leadoff homer put the
Indians within reach and then.
after Charlie Spikes drew a
two -out walk Duffy tagged his
dramatic shot.
AS 4, Angels 3
Oakland's Ken Holtzman became the third 20-game winner
in the majors this season, besting California 4-3. He joins
Wilbur Wood of the Chicago
White Sox and Ron Bryant of
the San Francisco Giants, who
reached 20 earlier.
It marks the first time Holtzman has ever won 70 in a
single season

FOREST HILLS, N.Y. (AP)
- Margaret Court, the first
player to make it into the semifinals of the U.S. Open Tennis
Championships, is eager to
erase two black marks on her
record-Bobby Riggs and Chris
Evert.
"If I win here, I'd have another go at him" said Mrs.
Court of Riggs, the 55-year-old
hustler who humiliated her in
an exhibition match on Mother's Day.
"I couldn't care less about
the money, but I'd know what
to expect from him this time."
Mrs. Court. who downed Virginia Wade of England 7-8,
in an quarter-final Tuesday,
will face the winner of the
match between Rosemary Cassels and Miss Evert.
It was Miss Evert, the teenager from Fort Lauderdale,
Fla., who dashed the 31-yearold Australian's chances of winning her second tennis Grand
Slam.
Mrs. Mutt, who had won the

Australian and French Opens,
didn't get to the final at WimBy GEORGE STRODE .
bledon. Miss Evert beat her 6-1, Associated Press Sports Writer
1-6, 6-1 in a semifinal.
COLUMBUS,Ohio(A?)- "I
"It was one of the best think the Buckeyes are going to
matches she's ever played impress you this year," said
against me," said Mrs. Court of Woody Hayes, the 23-year Ohio
Miss Wade's performance. State football coach arid always
"She had her chances when she an optimist.
broke me, but I sort of stuck in
Of courge, the 60-year-old vetthere and it paid eff."
eran has ample support for
"I'm playing well and mov- such a statement for
the deing well."
fending Big Ten Conference
In the only other match be- champions, 9-2 last year.
tween seeded players Tuesday,
Back from the ninth-ranked
Start Smith, No. 1, rallied for a
3-6, 74, 8-3, 6-4 triumph over team that took a 42-17 Rose
Tom Gorman, the No. 13 seed Bowl beating from Southern
California are 18 regulars and
from Seattle.
Jan Kodes, the No. 6 seed 45 lettermen. Hayes even sees
from Czechoslovakia, defeated a silver lining in that defeat.
John Alexander of Australia 7"The fact that most of this
6, 7-5, 6-4; Nikki Pthc, the No. team had 16 extra practices
15 seed from Yugoslavia, after the season for the Rose
downed Bjorn Borg's, the teen- Bowl will help," he said.
age star from Sweden, 6-4, 5-7,
"And I can't remember when
6-3, 6-4; and Onny Parun of we had a better spring pracNew Zealand beat Ross Case of tice. There was real
enAustralia 6-4, 6-1, 4-6, 6-4.
thusiasm," said Hayes.

Hayes, first of all, has a
wealth of quarterbacks and
Cornelius Greene, striving to
become the school's first starting black at that spot, is among
the prime contenders.
Other quarterbacks include
holdover regular Greg Hare, a
strapping senior; Steve Morrison, who led the Buckeyes on
their last touchdown drive in
the Rose Bowl, and Dave PurChamp Henson, a bullish 6foot-4, 224-pounder and the nation's leading major college
scorer last fall, returns at fullback. So does Archie Griffin, a
freshman sensation in 1972, at a
halfback spot.
The offensive line is anchored
by tackle John Hicks.
"We think he's the best lineman in the country and the
best player on our squad,"
Hayes said of the 6-3, 258-pound
senior.

We know you're out there Harty...
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MST 01111110E
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Nissenson Picks
Nebraska By
Two Touchdowns
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Dries quickly

to a Soft Luster that resists peeling, cracking and
mildew. Wide choice of colors. 30 .94 09 3
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LIQUID PLASTIC
INTERIOR
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A truly modern velvet finish, that provides
drip free oppticotIon for all surfaces Decorator colors 10
,

Baltimore
Boston
Detroit
New York
Milwaukee
Cleveland
We

SAVE ON LADDERS!
16-FT. ALUMINUM 1799
EXTENSION LADDER 1#"

Aaron At
A Glance

Comfort-Tread safe flat steps.
M00,04 I beam
construction Cost aluminum spring
---- locks Mor-iesistont Cycoloc
end cops,. tree swinging safety
shoes
•

STEP
LADDER
-foot - All purpose
Wrth steel rod step
supi3or/s

6-ft Aluminum Stop
Ladder
1799

Black s Decker

7/
1
4"CIRCULAR
1.Hp -411./ik
SAW
KIT
WITH
FREE
CASE

ROUSH
Glide sweet* es
*Om rollers

Reg. 131.50

10 FT. x 7 FT. Storage Bldg.
(Approximate

Overall

Dimension)

Dortrible;Attooctive Finish167 in Wear.
Sides. Wide Double Sliding Doors 45 41111

Bel-Air

•

Rain Gutters on

Both

ONLY AT OTASCO
i%.1-1P motor_ ,to handle
tough lobs.. Adiustoble
depth
bevel cuts; Mode ,
guard retractor *7306,
-•

THESE PRICES GOOD AT ALL
OTASCO STORES

ShopPhig-C-46/4"
753-83,1

Prices Good Thru Saturday Only

5-9/
Mon-Sat.9-8

WAS 34.99

Oakland
Kansas City
ChiCag0
Minnesota
Caiifornia
Texas
National
E
.

COOS
-Pittsburgh
Montreal
Chicago '
New York
Philadelphia
Cincinnati
Los Angeles
San
Francisco
Houston
Atlanta
San Diego
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Preview Of A Rematch'

Standings
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
American League
East
Al L. PO G.B
Baltimore
585
79 56
Boston
76 63 547 .5
Detroit
73 66 525 8
70 69 504 11
New York
Milwaukee
67 71 486 13"2
60 80 .479 211 2
Cleveland
West
Oakland
80 57 3841_,—
Kansas City
76 62 .S.St :4/
1
2
6970 .4196 12
Chicago
monnesota
67 70 .499 13
California
62 71 .466 16
Texas
. 47 91 .3.41 33/
1
2
National League
East
W. L. Pct. GB.
Coals
a 511
Pittsburgh
67 68 496 7
Montreal
67 70 489 3
65 72 474 5
Chicago •
New York
65 73 471 5' 2
Philadelphia
63 76 453 8
West
Cincinnati
604
SA 55
83 56 597 1
Los Angeles
San Francisco 78 59 569 5
71 70 504 14
Houston
Atlanta
67 73 479 17
48 89 350 35
San Diego

I realized that it was condition that cost me that first fight
with Norton and its condition
that's going to win the rematch
for me. I think for the first
time in my life I have really
trained faithfully for a fight because I had nothing much else
to do for five months.
No crash diets, no rubber
sweat suits. Just a gradual increase in road work, bag
punching and calisthenics and
for the first time in years, my
weight has dropped normally.
I'm down to 211 now and I
could be 208 or 209 when I
climb into the ring on Sept.
10th and its all bone and
muscle. I did it without
weakening myself.
For all you doubters, I just
want to say one thing, I'll be
dancing that night and when
Muhanunad's dancing, full-out,
there ain't nobody in the world
who can touch him.
You hear me, Kenny Norton?
By KEN NORTON
No.THeavyweight Contenckr 'GILMAN ROT SPRINGS, Calif. (AP) — The trouble with
beating living legends is that
nobody believes you did it even
after it happened.
I didn't beat Muhammad Ali
by accident. It was all part of a
plan. The only accident was my
breaking Al's jaw and contrary
to what he will keep telling
you, it happened in the 12th
round and not in the early
rounds.
It had little or nothing to do
with his losing that fight. He
lost because a better and fitter
fighter was in the ring against
him that night in San Diego on
March 31st. Barring an act of
God, the same thing will happen in the Forum on Sept. 10.
It's been a tough climb for
rue to become the world's No. 1
heavyweight. There were times

when I started getting very discouraged and even thought that
I might pack it in. I couldn't
get fights with any of the contenders and although I was
rated, nobody wanted to fight
me. Sometimes, when I did
have a decent fight, my opponent would pull out at the last
minute. It was all very frustrating.
Then Muhammad All gave
me the chance. I guess they
figured it would be an easy
fight for him with pretty good
money, so why should they turn
it down? I wasn't given much
of a chance of beating All because he was a master boxer
and had vast experience over
me. But Eddie (Eddie Futch,
Norton's trainer and co-manager) felt that we had a good
shot at All not only because he
would be overconfident but because Eddie had been the
strategist for Joe Frazier when
he beat Ali and felt he knew
him inside out.
As long as we follow our
plan to the letter, we'll lick
him" Eddie drummed into me.
We've got some plans for this
fight, too, but this is an entirely
different ball game. The worry
and the pressure are all on Ali.
I know what I am but he may
have his doubts about himself.
He will tell you he was not in
shape or this or that happened
causing him to lose the fight.
What's he telling himself?
The fact that he is working so
hard for this fight and getting
down to 208 or 210 convinces
me he's worried. Al's greatest
asset aside from his speed has
been his ego. That ego or confidence has been damaged.
Hard work alone doesn't
change the facts of life. When
the legs go, they go. I've heard
it said many times about "the
spirit is willing, but...." I think
that's a stage All has reached.

Madisonville And Tilghma n Lead In
Kentucky High School Football POiii

Jaycee-Easter Seal
Tournament Is Set

All Says That He Will Be Dancing And
Ken Norton Says He'll Whip Ali Again
By MUHAMMAD All .
Former Heavyweight Champion
LOS ANGELES (AP) — No
matter how high up you go in
this world, there's always a
bunch of people waiting for you
to come tumbling down. I'm
sure there were some folks who
got satisfaction outof Ken Norton busting my jaw and whipping me. I can understand that
as I have been a controversial
figure ever since I started boxing.
But for the benefit of the
doubters, I just Want to remind
them, lightning don't strike
twice in the same place. When
I meet Norton in the rematch
in the Forum on Sept. 10, the
doubters are going to be in for
a big disappointment.
When I was younger, some of
my predicting was absolutely
amazing. I used to name the
round of the knockout and then
go out and do it, but when you
get some maturity on you, you
find out that the main thing is
getting in condition, and not
talking too much.
I hate to admit ttis, but after
all these years, I rially found
out how to really pt in condition. Some of them fight experts used to say that if you
keep fighting often enough, you
never get out of condition. Last
year I fought Mac Foster in
Tokyo in April, George Chuvalo
in Vancouver In May, Jerry
Quarry in Las Vegas in June
and Al "Blue" Lewis in Dublin
in July.
Now you have TO admit,
that's fighting often enough, but
I still had to get in condition all
over again for each fight because if I just lay off for one
week I can put on a dozen
pounds easy. Then I got to put
on the rubber suit and go
through a crash training progam with about two weeks to
get back in shape before the
fight.
I would do my training in
crummy gyms in the town I
was fighting, breathing that
stale city air and not getting
the proper sleep. Here I had
the spoilt beautiful gym a fighter aMir trained in up at Deer
Lake, high in the Pocono Mountains and I wasn't taking advantage of it. But when I got
the jaw broken and had to take
five months off, it started a
whole new career for me
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There must be many things going through his head as he approaches this fight with me.
"Will I be able to dance for
12 rounds? Will my legs hold
up? Will my jaw take his
punches? Am I washed up?"
These are not my questions.
We expect to see a much better
and faster All on Sept. 10 but
he's still a predictable fighter.
Maybe more so today because
he is older. We wouldn't be
foolish enough to think that we
can outbox him because he is
the master. But he's been well
whipped and hurt, physically
and mentally. Maybe the
psyche-your-opponent that he
claims to have written the book
about has gone in complete reverse. I'm glad Ali has those
problems. It will help my case
in the Forum ring.

The Jaycee-Easter Seal Invitational Golf Tournament is
set for this weekend at the
Henry-Calloway County golf
course near Puryear, Tennessee.
Prizes totaling over $1,350 will
be awarded to 20 winners in five
flights.
Tee off time for Saturday
morning is set for 7:30 a.m. and
tentative plans call for a 7:30
tee off time Sunday.
First prize in each flight is
worth $90 in merchandise from
the pro shop.
The entry fee for the tournament is 820 and is tax
deductible.
A 1973 Volkswagen will be
given to the first golfer who
scores a hole-in-one on the par
three 15th hole during the
Sunday's final round.
Checks should be made
payable to the Paris-Henry
County Jaycees.
Mail the checks to Box 867,
Paris, Tennessee, 38242.

*Astol

By BOB COOPER .
Associated Press Sports Writer
With first place votes scattered across the state, Louisville Trinity, Madisonville and
Paris hold the top rankings in
the first Associated Press Kentucky High School Football Poll
of 1973.
A dozen teams in the state's
three classes of football received first place votes from a
panel of 12 sportswriters and
sportscasters after the first two
weeks of the season.
In Class AA, it was even
more an open battle. Madisonville took six first place votes,
Paducah Tilghman three, Lexington Lafayette two and Somerset one.
Lexington Bryan Station,
which was eight points shy of
making the top five, even received one first place vote in
Class AA.
Class A first place votes weht
to Paris (7), Eminence (4) and
Richmond Madison and Hat-

"I'm admitting it," he said
then. "We threw spitters
tonight. Obvious spitters. On
purpose."
He said it was at his order.
Friday Martin was suspended
by American League President
Joe Cronin, who said the action
was taken ''for directing your
pitchers to throw illegal pitches
and publicly stating that you
have done so."
Sunday Martin was fired by
Jim Campbell, Tiger general
manager, who said the spitball
incident wasn't the sole reason
but the final straw in a long
line of incidents leading to the
sacking.
Asked Tuesday if he would
have fired Martin had he
known Martin did not order the
spitters, Campbell said: "All I
know is that he told the public.
He tells the truth. When I
heard him tell it on his radio
show the next morning I figured it was the truth. That was
Billy telling it in ptraon."

gel

SAVE
'50
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PHILCO

257.Tte
TV
• Automatic Tuning System with separate Auto-lock
Channel Tuning Control
• Natural, real if, color picture

REG. 549.95

99

USE
OTASCO
CREDIT

EVEN LESS WITH TRADE

2
YE
WARRANTY
ON 100%

UNIONDALE N Y
The
New York Nets sent former
Marquette All-American center
Jim Chones to the Carolina
Cougars for a high 1974 draft
choice and cash in an American Basketball League trade.

SOLID STATE

CONSOLES

• Instant sound, lighted channel indtcator, tilt-out control
panel and DynoColor 85% Solid State chassis

AV TV

PHILCO

PORT
ABLE
TV
WITH BIG 19"
DIAGONAL PICTURE

• Perfect for school or the den

custsia•diss9 igai.44.4es ...

Sensitive,-Iong range performance Solid State Signal and
Sound System Compact cob.
net as 5)3 s

USE OUR CONVENIENT LAYAWAY

All TV p.

• Stonelordtred opetotion
• forg•d metal votv• body fOrrea4011 r•sistant
metal handle.
gouge %pith prottt<tiv• gauge guatd

• Fully charged. ready to use
• MIgh test hose
• Elfett.ye wide range diselsatg•
• Welded alloy ste•I shell lest•d to 600 lb,
• Catotphow opetotong end rnamtistmetc• inoruetions
60 hahlti
Model GA1110
Model SPAM
Model C140.211

PHILCOMATIC ifi 251044
COLOR TV.
COME IN. SEE A DEMONSTRA.TION OF ITS
GREAT FEATURES, including
• Hands-Off tuning. So easy, so automatic anyone
can do'it!
•Super Black Mat,,x picture tube
• 70-pgaitiOry."Channel-Set" UHF selector
• Modules are-to-mouter tested and aligned
•Ea41'i.chassis is factory operated for upto 8 hours
as an extra quality °peek

UNDERWRITERS LABORATORIES LISTED and FM APPROOD

OUR 1
LOW

on-&-Metat
Pk. 753-31141,

SI

even less with trade

85 703

• Greeter fire emmrwl

Murray, Ky.

-t;

•

"Think of Fife before it

Railroad Avenue

Penult:Pod

Compact, trimItne cabinet finished to match Walnut furniture Legs
ore removable and cabin'kt can be used on table, stand or other
furniture bases wets

Covers
all parts
and
labor
for
two full
years

DRY CHEMICAL EXTINGUISHERS

• Visual pr

Class A
sl. Paris ( 7)
42
2. Eminence (4)
25
3. Madison (1)
22
4. Harrodsburg (1)
16
5. Tompkinsville
15
Others: Beechwood and
Lynch 12; Frankfort 11;
Georgetown 10; Louisa 9; Glasgow 6; Trigg County 4; Mt.'
Sterling 3; Ludlow, Paintsville
and Pineville 2; Ft. Campbell
and Pikeville 1.

-

GUARD LINE

Goner

Class AAA
1. Trinity (7)
54
2. Butler (1)
38
3. St. Xavier (II
35
4. Valley
21
5. Bishop David
19
Others: Thomas Jefferson

and Central 10; Pleasure Ridge •
Park 3; Durrett 2; Atherton I.
Class AA
1. 1Viaditionville (6)
50
31
2. Tilghman (3)
31
3. LaFayette (2)
19
4. Highlands
15
5. Somerset (1)
Others: Henry Clay and
Tales Creek 12; Bryan Station
(1) 7; Dixie Heghts and
Owensboro 4; Union County 3;
Campbell County and Meade
County 2; Boyd County, Corbin
and Owensboro Catholic I.

SPECTIKUIRR

Billy Martin Says He Never
Told Pitchers to Use Spitball
By LARRY PALADIN°
Associated Press Sports Writer
DETROIT(API — Billy Martin claims he lied about the incident which led to his being
fired as manager of the Detroit
Tigers.
Martin says he never told
,pitchers Joe Coleman and Fred
Scherman to throw spitballs in
a game last week against
Cleveland.
Coleman and catcher Duke
Sims, meanwhile, also say Martin didn't order spitters thrown.
"They had gotten together
with Duke Sims in the dugout
and decided to prove to the umpires that they (umpires) didn't
know what a spitter was," Martin told one reporter. "The first
I knew of it was when I saw
Coleman wetting his fingers on
the mound.
"Once that happened I had to
stand behind my players," he
continued. "I knew they'd be
fined or suspended for what
they had done and I couldn't let
that happen. I needed them to
pitch."
Martin told newsmen after
last Thursday's 3-0 loss to the
Indians' alleged spitball specialist Gaylord Perry that he
had ordered the illegal pitches
to bring the controversy "to a
head."

rodsburg each got one.
Madisonville popped the eyes
of the voters in the poll by putting down Union County 32-8
after the Braves had been
touted as the potential Lharnpion of their district again this
season.
Union County had won its
opener over Harrison County
41-14 in the Recreation Bowl
with Coach Mojo Hollowell predicting an even better team
than the one last year that
posted an 11-1 record.
But after leading only 11-8 at
the half, Madisonville got into
gear and, with speedy Hugh
Williams going 35 and 91 yards
for touchdowns, salted away
Union County.

Console Color TV with
100% SOLID STATE
MODULAR CHASSIS

4 WAYS TO BUY... Cash,
OTASCO Credit, Layaway
and Bankamericard!

Proved so reliable
and trouble-tree that
Philco-Ford says

Prices Good Thru Saturday Only!!!
Bel-Air Shopping Center

"For two years after
deliverYTWe'll fix
anything that's our
fault."
even No fine print.
T-novintintet4ol,

Mon-Sat,
9-8
753-8391

us/ °LOCO
Catorr

with I

5-9/6—K

PRi

THESE PRICES :mac. Ai Ai..
•

4

;T:4707.3

-44
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CUSTOMERS
NEVER SPEND
TOO MUCH
MONEY
FOR GROCERIES

Northside
Shopping
We at I GA have a team of trained
Center
buyers that help to make purchases for
10th &
over 3,000 stores. This gives us the lowest
Chestnut
z

prices so that we can pass these low
prices on to you, our V.I.P. Customers.
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JIM ADA
FOOD•M
Family Pak

U.S. Choice

Cut-Up Fryers

RUMP or
TIP ROAST
Boneless$

100% Pure

Ground Beef

1 49
Frosty Morn

BA,.,pkt
CON
10-oz. 6-Bot. Carton

93;
Center Cut

Pork
Chops
th$109

I.G.A.

- Sliced (nto CHOPS

Pork Loin
ROUND

••••..

lb

41

99;

TOMATOES

JIM ADAMS I.G.A
STORE DOLICY

Twin Bag

No 303 Can

1-Lb. Bag

Box of 12

Just Lov. Prices!!

19;

59;
JUST WONDERFUL

Hair Spray
Listerine
Deodorant

79;

POTATO CHIPS

BEAUTY

PECAN
PIES

lb.

No Stamps I No Games
No $5.00 Ec ced Purchase

Lipton
tiptillt
lit"-

tear

APOTHECARY JAR

30: Ce
tt ti

IGA

KENTUCKY

KEATHLEY

12-oz.

$139

Style

Bread & Butter Pickles

sfiA FRUIT
COCKTA II

U.S.Choice

STEAK

Country
- Back Ribs

89; WIENERS

Greer

INSTANT TEA
3-oz. jar

24-HOUR

No. 2L/2 Can

39;
69' Baby Food 9;
Peaches
Gerber

Aronco

PUREX

Elbow
Macaroni

Magic
Pre-Wash
Strained

Baby
Food

Ice Milk
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We at IGA offer the finest
service Possible.

LB CUSTOMERS
NEVER HAVE TO
CARRY THEIR OWN
GROCERIES
TO THE CAR

IGA customers know about and
appreciate the friendly service
at IGA!

Hunt's

ef

TOMATO
JUICE

9;

3-Lb. Pkg. or More

I.G.A.

KLEENEX
Facial Tissue

FABRIC
SOFTENER

46 oz Can

Butterworth's

SYRUP

64 Oz

3729

CE

Mrs.

24-0z.

_,9.t___
A

..

.-•

,...,-,- -

69t

Dawn Fresh

Steak Sauce
IG

Corn Flakes
FRUIT ,
COCKTAIL

TOMATOES

Charcoal

10-lb. Bag

Webster's

Dictionary
Chicken Of The Sea
642-oz. Can

L35;

Greg's

'Vanilla
Wafers

ADAMS I.G.A.
DRE DOL1CY
it Loy. Prices!!
.amps I No Games
5.00 Fc ced Purchases

1-1b. pkg.

Mayonnaise

CATSUP

Qt

32-oz.

29

Wagner
Orange or Grape

Dick Geo.

EGGS

Oranges

69;

Watermelons

2-lb. box

Each
'pA

Milk

14

Red
Grapes

89gt
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Frances Drake
FOR THURSDAY,
SEPTEMBER 6, 1/73
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARM
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Meet competition — but in a
subtle manner. Advancement
notable in finances, industry,
sales and educational pursuits.
TAURUS
I Apr. 21 to May 21)
You may have an unpleasant
situation to deal with, or some
complexity in a job matter. But
your optimism and know-how
can turn things to advantage —
if you remain up to standard.
GEMINI
r
( May 22 to June 21)
Some persons may try to
enlist your help in putting over a
dubious scheme. The Genindan
is imually above such tactics,
but be careful not to fall into a
trap now. Some deceptive influences.
CANCER
4)
1June 22 to July 23) 43q:
As with some others now,
miscalculations could have
serious repercussions, and to
delay in warranted action could
set time backward, so "keep
your head on your shoulders,"
as they say.
LEO
July 24 to Aug. 23)
Be guided by logic in stress
periods. Give anxiety no
quarter. Be prepared to cope
with some minor obstacles
which may appear.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) 41%.
You may tend to be too brief
or too wordy. Find that happy
which
through
medium
misunderstandings are
avoided, and real progress will
ensue. Clarify "cloudy" areas.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct 23)
Suggestions and situations
could be deceptive now and it
may be difficult to make sensible decisions, so stick with
routine. Postpone unnecessary
action.
SCORPIO
(Oct 24 to Nov. 22)
Influences continue
beneficent. Take advantage by
pressing on toward worthwhile
objectives. Occupational
matters especially favored.
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
By going along with your
associates, you can further your
own plans as well. It's a day
when teamwork will pay
satisfying dividends.
CAPRICORN
1Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) V
In an effort to bridge certain
gaps and ease potential
stresses, you may find your tact
stretched almost to the limit,
but it will be worthwhile in the
long rim.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Forethought must be day's
watchword. Make no important
sign
no
decisions and
agreements -without careful
deliberation. Some misleading
influences.
PISCES
t Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
How you relate to others will
be especially important now. Be
particularly alert in communication with those who are
important to your interests.
YOU BORN TODAY can, if
you bolster your self-confidence
and curb a tendency toward
self-consciousness, make a
great contribution to the wellbeing of mankind—both in your
immediate circles and in the
wider, broader sense. You face
all problems, large or small,
with logic, forthright action and
the courage to stand up in the
face of opposition. While
stressing these valuable
qualities, however, DO avoid
censoriousness and don't
become a stickler for details —
a typical Virgoan tendency.
Fields in which you could make
an outstanding
success:
business
management,
organizational work, chemistry, physics and, above all,
teaching and literature.

Sheer To The Waist
Many Colors to Choose From
Sizes: Petite,Average-Tall
Lovely Collection
of One and Two Piece
Junior Size

DRESSES

y Beautiful Colors

2/s3

Reg. '2.88

POLYESTER

DOUBLE KNIT

antacid
non-CONSTIPATING

Reg.
sI.12

WATER WEIGHT
PROBLEM?

tvultc caa
ems water ist
, beiocoaretable. E-LIT4lilt
help you lose excesswater

. COFF
2-lb, Ca

Drug store recommend it.

$1.50

Only
HOLLAND DRUG CO.

Expires 9-11Good Only at St
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Ki Oft

Treasure
Chest

MIRACLE WHIP
Qt.

38;

Win
Week $20000

Limit. 1 A.th 7.50 additional purchase,
excluding tobacco & dairy Oroducts.

This

Irene Lawrence, 606 Broad St
Card not punched.

BEE-AIR SHOPPIS CMS

We Reserve the Right To Limit Quantities

1
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Fully Cooked

Frosty Morn

;
78
BACON
8
68
1
$
Steak
HAMS
98c
BABY FOOD anc
Spare Ribs
88!
Pork Chops
98;
$138
Porkpli.Beans 5=$1
CORN
1 BOLOGNA 98cb
Corn
PATTIE
MIX
4:$1
Peas
TOWELS
614-0L89;
Hominy
Beans
51ta:$1
8
ONIONS
SAUSAGE 88c
16 Ounce

Ham
PEPSIS
Fryers

Shank Portion

Lb

Split or Family Pack

78

9S;

12 oz. Pkg.

Lb.

FULLY COOKED REELFOOT

GERBER

t
Li 4
0
°
ne

Lean,

Lb.

WHOLE

Meaty

lb.

Lynn Grove
Grade A Large

U.S. Choice

SIRLOIN STEAK
RIB STEAK
SWISS STEAK
Boneless STEW MEAT

End Cut

End Cut

Fine for B-B-Q

Lb

Van Camp

Yellow
Cream
Style

15-oz.$

Yellow

cans

Whole
Kernel

4174

Ground Beef

Green Giant

Kleenex Boutique

1

Chunk Style

ARMOUR ALL-MEAT

Green Giant

ROYAL PRINCE

Van Camp

8
c
FAMILY
8
PACK

Cans

Lb.

Stokely Dark

COUNTRY STYLE

YELLOW

Family Pack

PORK

3-1b.
bag

C

Re
e
d y

lb.

Folger's

Red o White

From Our Deli

FRESH DONUTS doz 78'

POTATOES
Bag

Hot B B Q

SPARE RIBS

68

COUPON
Limit One Per Family
Folger's

COFFEE

COUPON
Limit One Per Family

Folger's

— FRIED CHICKEN

COUPON
Limit One Per Family

COUPON
Limit One Per Fatuity

Coupon No. 74413
Limit One Per Faintly

Giant Size

AJAX
CLEANER

Betty Crocker

King Size

BROWNIE
MILK

CHEER

COFFEE
-Fair

22

Y
oz. hot

39'
_

11461.114143
Good Gay at Storey's

Expires 9-11-73
Good Only at Storey's

1.29

Expires 9-11-73
Good Only at Storey's

40-oz._hot_
496
._

•

Expires 9-11-73
Good Only at Storey's

,

STRETCH
& SEAL
,ZO

19c

box
Expires 9-11-73
Good Only at Storey's

Coupon No. 8341-2-133
Liinft 1 Per Family

Lbalt One Per Family

Expires 9-11-73
Good Only at Storey's

Expires 9-11-73
Good Only at Storey's

Lunch Box

1.09

Whole CHICKEN

s2.79

COUPON
Limit One Per Family

Coupon No. 9331-2-13 2
Limit One Per Family

409
CLEANER

PALMOLIVE
SOAP

20 oz

bath size

'59c
Expires 9-11-73 - •
Good Only at Storey'.

—

COUPON
Limit One Per Family

Betty Crocker

HAMBURGER
HELPER

3139c
Expires 9-11-73
Good Only at Storey's

Expires11-11.31
Good Only at Storey's

i
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Crossword Puzzle
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1 Heavy NAV
5 Patent(col*co )
EriPens•
12 Haulm mcedh
13 E aist
14 Region
15 See nYmOrl
15 AttaCh
- 19 Hands
20 Conducts
21 Pintad duck
23 Dilbcull
24 Tiny smoure
26 Mature
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31 Negat,ve
petit
32 Ferntle deer
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34 Born
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Of fruit
36 Caustic
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39 SOF,/ wilt
41 Couch
43
45 Weargety
48 SW.
.
50 Harbinger
51 Lot it stand
52 Female nAl
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56 Male MOW
57 Bristle

Jargon
2 River Germany
3 Most unususi
4 Vision
5 Cushion
6 Corkunction
7 Edble used
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omn oune

:r190

9 Mountain
mfindhs
$0 Chspatcn
11 Youngsters
16 Roman r00:1
18 Scheme
72 Downy duck
23 Purl Of S001
Issi 1
24 Storage compartment
25 Anger
27 American
itssayml
29 Plaything
30 Mature
35 Avoids
36 Nuisance
37 Partite
36 WO011y
40 Prepares for
Wmt

71107
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tasterriltentucky Festivals
Set During Month of October
By Helen Price Stacy
projects. Club members also
Mark October for three take a hand with the apple
events in the Eastern hill butter stirrer.
section of the Bluegrass State.
Food booths sell old-time
Oct. 4-6 is the Johnson County apple stack cakes, applesauce
Apple Festival in Paintsville; and apple cookies, plus candy,
Oct. 12-14 is the Morgan County miniature pies and many other
Sorghum Festival in West delectable foods, all using
Liberty, and Oct. 20 is Red, apples.
White and Blue Day in
In West Liberty on the
Prestonsburg.
weekend of Oct. 1244, the
Already the sumac leaves are emphasis will be on sorghum
scarlet, the apples getting rusty molasses and arts and crafts.
coats, cane Is ripening in the Sorghum will be made at an oldfield and the feel of early time cane mill set up on the
autumn is in the air.
Morgan County seat's Main
Throughout Johnson County, Street, where visitors can use a
apple orchards are winey piece of green cane to dip in the
scented as apple growers vaporator pans and taste the
prepare for the annual Apple sweet syrup.
Festival. In
Morgan Cotualans will sell
Paintsville,
downtown city streets are roped handmade and homemade
off, with traffic rerouted in items from dozens of booths set
order to allow ample room for upon Main Street. There will be
festival displays, sales booths quilts, rugs, linens with tatting,
and entertainment.
crocheted and handdrawn lace
Elmon Davis, veteran Apple trim,
knitted
afghans,
Day chairman, continues to crocheted tablecloths and
view the festival as a growing bedspreads, woodcarvings,
event and one that uses food to dolls, many kinds of baskets
win thousands of annual woven from hickory and oak
visitors,
splints and furniture handmade
Anyone who has visited of walnut, Maple and pine.
Paintsville on Apple Festival
Food will be important to the
days will never forget the spicy Sorghum Festival. Soup beans
aroma of fried apple pies being will be cooked and served from
made on the street and the a big iron kettle set up on the
sweet warmth emanating from courthouse lawn. Along with the
the huge apple butter kettle.
beans, you'll get cornbread and
Through the years, members onions. Other foods, all of them
of the Paintsville Garden Club traditional hill fare, will be
have made and sold apple served in hill tradition.
butter-some few thousand
Parades cod festival queens,
pints and quarts-as a way of football games and visiting
financing the club's worthwhile celebrities will be featured at

?

DO I GET AN‘I'TKIN6
FOR 5ETTING A RECORD?
7

PAGE

NWMsRing/hi Bel

both the Sorghum and Apple
MUSIC
MUSIC
SERVICES OFFERED
festivals.
On Oct. 20, the annual Red,
White and Blue Day will take
Back to School Specials....
GUTTERING BY Sears. Sears
place
in
Prestonsburg,
seamless gutters, inst..--Iled per
highlighted with a parade
your specifications. Call Larry
downtown. This event is the
Lyles at 753-2310 for free
-Voke
-Drums
-Accord
ion
result of efforts of Mrs. Marestimate
--Plans
TFC
--Banjo
-Guitar
cella Bailey of Langley to
--Orgaa
-Band
-Trumpet
promote patriotism. Mrs.
DOZER SERVICE-D6 canesBrhig this ad and receive 1 free lesson during the
Bailey has the cooperation of
puller. Phone 753-9807.
veterans' organizations In
S6C
SOO ai September.
.
seeing that thousands of visitors
ROY HARMON finish carpenter.
enjoy the day, and go away with
Houses trimmed-formica tops
much old-fashioned enthusiasm
and doors-custom building and
Dixieland- 753-7575- Murray
for the stars and stripes and
remodeling. Qurlity worklove of country.
PIANO, BAND Instrument, manship. Phone 753Mrs. Bailey is so in tune with
violin, guitar and jazz lessons 0790.
September 17C
restoring old-style patriotism
AUCTION SALE
Phone- Erwin or Pat Chandler
that she raises a flag daily at
753-1470.
September 29C FOR ALL your additio
her home and has painted her
ns,
front porch red, white and blue. AUCTION SALE, Friday night, PIANO
Lemodeling, residential or
TUNIN
G-repairShe hails from a family of September 7, 7:00 p.m. at the late rebuildi
commercial. New or old. Free
ng. Prompt expert serDale Rose's filling station,
veterans. Her
estimates. Call 753-6123.
husband,
TFC
vice.
Rebuilt
pianos
for
sale.
Ben
Coldwat
er, Kentucky.
brothers and father have fought
W.
Dyer,
Murray,
Kentucky.
Will sell odds and ends of
for America and freedom
ROY'S LOCKSMITH Service.
Phone 753-8811.
TFC
through wars starting with automotive supplies, most of
Phone Paris,642-6551.
TFC
them
new, one lot of used and
World War I. Her ancestors also
EXPERT GUITAR
SCARB
participated in battles for recapped tires, new oil, 1956 CheOROUGH PLUMBING &
INSTRUCTION
vrolet pickup, 1964 Ford Galaxie,
Electric Complete pump repair
American freedom.
BeginnerS and advanced
H-Farma
ll tractor, for parts.
Study with one of Ky's finest
service. Let us check your old
"It seemed to me," said Mrs.
teachers Now scheduling
.pump for you before you buy a
Bailey, "that more and more Lots of scrap iron and other
limited enrollment. Call Ed
Monroe between S and 7 P.M.
new one. 24 hour emergency
our American flag was- being items.
.
•
Phone 753411152For information phone Chester
,aervice.Phone 753pushed down. Our flag is a
5643.
symbol of all the good things in & Miller Auction Service, Lynn BALDVI
September 26C
IN PIANOS and organs.
our country. If we let our flag Grove, Kentucky, 346-4042. "It Rent to
purchas
e
plan.
Lonardo
BULLDOZER WORK; trucking,
down, we let our country down Pays to Sell The Chester-Miller
Piano Company, across from
also bank gravel, fill dirt did
as well as all those who Way."
S7P Post Office, Paris,
Tenn.
S7C topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138 or
sacrificed for us. It's time to
354-8161, after 5:00 p.m.
renew our respect for the red,
TFC
white and blue. That's why I'm AUCTION SALE, Saturday,
PIANO SALE. As low as $595.00. CARPE
TS PROFESSIONALLY
working so hard for our big day September 8, 10:00 a.m. at the
Vivian Baldwin home in Gob, Lonardo Piano Company, across j.steam cleaned Phone Carpet
in Prestonsburg."
from Post Office, Paris, TenMaster 489-2504
Further information on Red, Kentucky.
TFC
A nessee.
S7C
WW sell lots of nice usable
White and Blue Day may be had
ADVERTISE!! HANNA Sign
by contacting Mrs. Bailey in furniture, appliances, large lot of
Company, 607 South 4th Street
Langley. Anyone needing in- glass and china, also some shop
Phone 7534$46.
formation on the Morgan and hand tools, including 225
Octoberl7C
welder,
County Sorghum Festival may amp.
used
apJERRY'S REFINISHING &
contact Mrs. James R. Perry or proximately 50 hours, acetelyne
Custom Built Furniture, 6 miles
Mrs. Alec Spencer, West welding and cutting set, lots of
South of Murray on Hwy. 641.
Ilberty, and those wanting to gab boxes.
Jerry McCoy, owner 502) 492.For information phone Chester
know more about the Apple
87.
Festival may contact Elmo & Miller Auction Service, Lynn
TFC
Davis, Paintsville, or the Grove, Kentucky, 435-4042. "It
TIMBER-LODGE of TennPaintsville Area Chamber of Pays To Sell The Chester-Miller
Tucky Lake, Route 1, Springville,
Way."
Commerce.
Tennessee will do your stone,
P. S. Watch next week's paper
Marching bands, pretty girls,
work. Large selections of stone.
good foods, arts and crafts and for large estate auction, loaded
Phone 901493-6034.
demonstrations of many with good glass, chive and anTFC
AUCTION SALE
mountain arts await visitors. tiques, north of Lynn Grove. S7P
R & R ASPHALT Paving Quality
Mark October for Eastern
work guaranteed. Business and
Kentucky this year!
residential. Free estimates
Phone day or night Mayfield 2477201.
TFC
Every Friday night at 641 Auction House.
This week another load from St. Levis. A nice round front
BURNETT'S MOBILE Home
china cabinet, nine piece dining room suite, walnut bureau,
Service, 1105 Lackey Street,
walnut chest, glass door book case, pie safe, doll trunk,
Paducah, Ky. Patio covers, 14
FRANKFORT, Ky.-David
bedroom suite, glass, dishes, and lots more
different colors to choose from.
D. Drake will become executive
Underpenning and anchors.
Shorty McBride-247
director of the Kentucky InCentral air conditioning. 24 hour
and
dustrial Development Finance
service. Phone 502-442James E. Travis-272
Authority on September 1, 1973.
3115.
September 7C
The announcement was made
by William H. Neal, chairman
PUBLIC AUCTION, Monday,
Will do Baby Sitting
of the KIDFA board.
September 10, 7:00 p.m., 1020
Drake succeeds James 0.
Broadway, Paducah, (Pedro's
in my horn..
Roberta, Jr., who has been
Little Hacienda). The secured
KIDFA
Director
since
party after default gives notice
December 1, 1966. Roberts is
7 4602
that it will conduct an absolute
entering private business.
auction on the date, time, place,
Drake - a native of Mt.
mentioned above of the
JOHN'S REPAIR Service.
Sterling - has been assistant
following described property.
Plumbin
g-electrical-roofing and
director
industrial Pursuan
of
t to the provisions of
carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or
development for East Kentucky
Kentucky revised statute number
-753-7625 nights.
TFC
Power Cooperative since
355.9-501 through 355.9-507
SERVICES OFFERED
September, 1970. One of his
NEED
WEEKE
ND Work!
Property to be sold will include
major duties there was to plan
Anyone needing to employ
stainless steel Aerohot waterless
Royal Asphalt Service
the development and financing
someone for Friday night,
food warmer, stainless steel
-Driveways -Parking areas
of a major industrial park at three
anytime Saturday or Sunday.
compartment sink with 5'
Repairs
Maysville.
Phone 489-2690.
galvanized drain board, Castle 6
S5NC
Phone 247-7201 anytime
He was a staff member of the
_„_ 4eye gas range with oven corn- All work guaranteed,
free
ett', - tfieP•rwleilt' 'pletety germs, 2 door
EXPERIENCED ROOFER will
Frigicittre
Commerce between mid 1967 refrigerator, single
roof house and furnish idiinglas
door
Crosely
and September 1970. While with refriger
for $19 00 a square. Also will do
ator, LaCrosse two door
the Department, he had ex- stainles
s steel refrigerator, WILL DO trash and brush patch jobs. Phone 753-6569. S7P
perience in all three divisions - LaCross
e four door slide top hauling. Reasonable rates. Phone
research, industrial develop- drink
box with water fountain 753-6130.
TFC
ment and community services.' attachm
ent, 2 compartment
Leave your heavy cleaning
Drake is a graduate of Mt.
freezer,
FREE ESTIMATE oi septic tank up to
the experts at
Sterling High School. He has a maduke stainless steel Thursteam table,9 place with installation. Phone 753-/850. TFC
Bachelor of Science Degree in maple
work
board, stainless steel
Economics from the University
House of Bond grill, stainless DO YOU need a house built? Call
of Kentucky and has done steel
PROFESSIONAL
Starmaster number 101 Jerry Carter 4924064, Hazel,
graduate work in economics at deep
fat fryer, stainless steel Kentucky.
CLEANING
S6C
the University. He is a member Lectner
exhaust and grill housing
of Omicron Delta Epsilon with
vCarpets
maple work board, Norris
CATT'LEMEN-HOG producers.
National Economics Honorary stainless steel
two place milk Rhodes Feed
Furniture
Society.
Mill will store your
dispenser,
Victor
adding grain, any amount,
The Kentucky Industrial machin
Walls
shell
corn
or
e-cash register with
Development , Finance
ear corn, for your convenience in
L, Windows
tape, 6' maple top kitchen work
making feed. Phone Rhodes Feed
Authority makes loans for in- table,
6 square pedestal type
Mill, Cuba, Kentucky 382-2593 for
dustrial building and land in tables, 16
restaurant chairs, more
Call Collect for Free
partnership with banks, other approxi
information.
October9C
mately 33' counter
Estimates
financial institutions and formica top
vrith foot rests, 14
WILLIE'S INTERIOR & Exfederal agencies. KIDFA loans pedestal upholstered
chairs, terior
Painting. Phone 753-4832
must be repaid and are rein- metal hat rack,
4 place pop up from 8:00
a.m. to 4:00 p.m. and
vested to create additional jobs. toaster, 5 ton
York air con- 753-7464
247-7333
after 4:30 p.m. for free
KIDFA is the financial arm ditioner, stainles
s steel serving estimate
s.
supports
that
industrial table, Duro-ch
rome restaurant
programs of the Kentucky booths with
September 18C
PEST CONTROL
5 double upholstered
Department of Commerce
and 2 single upholstered seats
FOR THE best in pest control
and 6 tables, maple cutting B&C CONSTRUCTION
work. service and termite control
call
board, miscellaneous kitchen Complete block basemen
ts, Superior Exterminating Comutensils, miscellaneous pots and retaining
walls,
patios,
September 3, 1971
pans, some stainless steel, sidewalks, etc. Ten years ex- pany,753-7266.
ADULTS 92
TFC
typewriter, paper supplies, perience. Free estimates. Phone
NURSERY 2
miscellaneous can goods, dishes, 437-4734 or 437FOR SALE
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS glasses, fire
extinguisher, 4765.
September26NC
DISMISSALS
Mexican decor and other
36' HAY and grain elevator.
Miss Caron Lee Phelps, 26 too numerous to mention items
TIMBER-14MA: on Tenn- Power take
,
off driver. See
-°1 1W
Tr. Gt.,--Mursay,-.C.J....
nuenshasiliet-eold to. the TuckY Lake,fte‘41,Sillinlvilke,
Wind')
Warren 414 South 8th St., highest bidder for
Parisu
nkone 41$:
cash or cer- Tennessee, will build complete
Murray. Mrs. &tibia Eltiabetti tified check and Mint be removed fireplaces, 'starting at oni)A 5353.
Sliffo
McCarty, 1010 Doran, Murray from
premises by Wednesday, 1895.00. 5-election of stones
FOR COAL-egg,lump or stoker
Mrs. Ethel Mae Paschall, Route September 12, 5:00
p.m. Phyllis available. Satisfaction call or
write Edward !pock at
1, Hazel, William Boyce Nor- Ham Auctioneer, 500 North
guarante
ed.
Phone
901-59312th
Route 1, Nebo, Kentucky, phone
man, Route 2, Murray.
Street, Paducah,442-7189.
.3534.
S7C
TFC 249-3622.
S6C

MUSIC LESSONS

250
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THE LEDGER & TIMES- MURRAY, KENTUCKY

IT'S EASY
To

Place Your
Ledger & Times...
'FRED
FOR SALE

Sears
ed per
Call Larry
for free
TFC

250 MX Yamaha and factory built
trailer, $500.00. Number 97,
Riviera Courts, phone 753-0263
8:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
S8C

catterS8C

tenter 17C
additions,
or
old. Free
23.
TFC

• ential

Service
TFC

; trucking,
fill dirt and
, 354-8138 or
.
TFC

NNA Sign
4th Street.
Octoberl7C
ISHING &
tore, 8 mile=
Hwy. 641.
r 502) 492TFC

eying. Quality
Business and
estimates
Mayfield 247TFC

Do You Feel Nervous
When You Speak In Public?
-

9=T-,02
.1

NOTICE

Wouldn't You Like To Gain
Confidence In Yourself?

Toast Masters Club Can Help You Now
Call for Information:
753-8905-Joe Doran

753-8536-Dr. Corky Harrison

ABC Play School

INCOME TAX

•
•
•
air

•

lb% Off

The Land Fill Hours

BILE Home
ckey Street,
covers, 14
choose from.
d anchors
.24 hour
September 7C

'SAW
1,141/1111‘

y Sitting
m•.
pg

Service..
oofing and'
days or
TFC

airlbOW
itBrufge

Work!
END
to employ
riday night,
y or Sunday.
S5NC

;IONAL
INC

<1.
)
-

NOTICE

LOST & FOUND
PURPLE HULL peas, $3.00 per-,,BUTTER BEANS (white) for
. fec
..q
bushel, pick your own. Phone 753- freezing and canning. Ready FOUND SMALL black and white
dog, wearing red collar and flee
ex now. $.30 pound. Phone
4416.
S5C
S7C collar. Phone 753-5537
HAVE A NICE PAY."
489-2520.
OH,SHUT UP."
CHANNEL MASTER public
service police band radio, $35.00. FOR THE collector of early
FOR RENT
AUTOS FOR SALE
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
Phone 753-3672.
S5C Americana old wall telephones,
BUICK
SKYLARK-W70, double
,0use
tandgrank type in brass awlaiik44YOWNER-two
story brick HOUSE
AT Coldwater,- for in. power and-air;
Lass than 25,000
with full size taiement, formation
CLIP AND MAIL TODAY
GIRL'DRESSES and pants suits, "Eureka model" mint condition,
beat ,
phone
489-2181 after 5 actual miles. One year still left on
S7C three large bedrooms, two baths,
sizes 10 and 12. Misses dresses, $80.00. Phone 753-1652.
have
S5C warranty. Phone 753-6965.
living room, dining room and P.m.
S7C
Misses size 12. Phone 753-3387,
Inc &
kitchen.
Has
garage
apartment
1203 Melrose Drive.
S6NC
egetablc Plate. Onb
COURSE
BABY BED, ss size, with sheets; with two bedrooms, kitchen CABIN ON Blood River at
vents.
•MAIM anent Ina Wm. emery. ad
Croppie
Hollow
$30.00
Shores.
per
one
chairs;
BUICK
high
CENTURY-1973, full
play pen; two
living room, bath and utility
epplleallern as precillese IN Meek e•
Triangle leo
ATTENTION FARMERS!! car seat; some items almost room. Phone 753-2205 after 4:30 day, $100.00 per week. Sleeps power, air, mags. 1967 Buick
Mae keue• awl le omit
four, kitchen, cooking. utensils, Skylark, full power and air
tVall AfrIVIICJ S LJ1'9.
Rhodes Feed Mill has received new. Phone 753-1407.
•Ch•k• dIW• ewe dims Ilmott
S7C p.m. for appointment. September
1949
• Gmilletle •••••••• woo gradmakra
stove, refrigerator, air con- Chevrolet pickup, excellent ANYONE HAVING accounts due
another truck load of gates.
28C
• Clinic* et book w edwanced owns
on
construction
of
swimming pool
ditioned. Phone 753-2379,753-1864, condition. Phone 753-7484 after
Special 1St., 5-slat panel gate
BLOCK
Meadows
Fox
Home
Mobile
at
or
753-7920.
$20.40, 14ft., 5-slat panel gate GARAGE SALE! Back to school 42 ACRES, large
S5C 4:00p.m.
ENROLL NOW,
SI1C Court by West Kentucky Pool Co.,
colonial brick
Classes Start
$19.40,6 ft chain Link gate, $12.75, goodies! Aquarium, vacuum home,
$27,000.00.
Phone TWO BEDROOM mobile home on MUSTANG
contact
Fox
Meadows
-1970, V8 automatic,
aft. chain link gate $13.50, 10 ft. cleaner, furniture, curtains, Dukedom evenings 247-1245.
September 11 1973
S8C Kirksey-Stella Highway, air 1700.00.
3
.
-------Excellent condition. management at 753-3855. We are
chain link gate $14.60, 12ft chain books, this-n-that. 1516 Oxford
settling
all
accounts
conditioned.
within
next
Contact
7
Ow
DCOCKINIIILCIOCK.off
Phone
753-8638.
Phone
ice nearest you:
S7C
437-4290.
link gate $15.40, 14ft chain link Drive, 12:00 noon to 6:00 p.m.,
S5NC
days.
S6C
THREE BEDROOM brick with
National Hotel Building -nose 753-9204
gate $16.50, 16ft. chain link gate September 7 and 8.
S7C kitchen-den combination, two
• Mery woe •• ta• ;swamies oese
Alla SIM MOMS Tors Paws.
HORSE TRAILERS for rent and CHEVROLET TRUCK-1969, one
$17.50. Also 6ft. steel post $130.35
TM* 1. a reenosi far lallarmikm oak Mee
Se ewer se ebII•••••
baths, carpet throughout, central sale at 641 Super Shell, Murray,
to art&
percent hog supplement (pellet
ton. Good metal bed, low
S.41MC CIVUSS
o
Afternoon
heat and air, attached carport Kentucky. Phone Max at 753Openings
or meal) $12.00 cwt. 40 percent
mileage. Phone 435-5312.
NAME
SOP
and concrete double drive, patio, 9131
hog supplement(pellet or meal) The
ITC
ADDRESS
shade
trees,
close
to
high
school
MONTE CARLO-1973 Lindau,
$13.00 cwt. Fly blocks $2.20 each.
C I TY
PHONF
and university. Immediate UNFURNISHED FIVE room 7,000 actual miles. One owner.
41 per cent dairy concentrate
Call
753-8807
possession.
STATE'
ZIP
If
CODE
interested
phone
Excellent
house,
condition. Phone
310 North 5th Street.
$8.25 cwt. Tramisol cattle
753-9357.
602 S. 12th _
S7C Unfurnished three room apart- Farmington, Kentucky days 345wormer boluses 65 cents each.
CLIP AND MAIL TODAY
ment, 206 Poplar Street: Phone =25 or nights 345-2681.
SO(1? ORR ELECTRIC, electric motor
Thibenzole cattle wormer boluses
ts having a sak on
KENIANA SHORES-100' x 300' 753-1767.
65 cent each. Rhodes Feed Mill
repair and sale New Concord
SW
ROADRUNNER Road, phone 753-8114.
Cuba,Kentucky, 382everything in the house restricted lake view. Lots for
1969
TFC
$25.00 down and $25.00 per month..
2593.
October 9c
1Plymouth) has new 383 motor.
FOR
SALE
OR
LEASE
•
40.4040440+4011••••••110*
Also 80' x 200' mobile home lots
GTS-US Mags, new tires, new
for $10.00 down and 10.00 per GROCERY STORE with or clutch, two door, 4 speed. $450 or 1
ADVERTISING
For the convenience of the Citizens of
BARGAIN TIRES - Armstrong
month. Central water-lake without living quarters. Will take best offer. Phone 436-5552.
DEADLINES
S5C
made - while present inventory
Murray
and Calloway County . .
access,all weather streets. Drive house or farm in on trade. Phone
lasts. 4 ply nylon 775425445 by
A11 display ads, classified
Northeast on 444 from New 753-1406.
september2jr4INCOLN-1971 Mark III, 33,000
14" or 15" $15.06+$2.80. Custom OLD ENGLISH sheep dog, 9 Concord and follow
display
and
regular
Keniana
actual miles. New tires, excellent
supreme polyester F-G-H-78 by weeks old. AKC-pedigree, signs to office. phone 4364320 of
display, must be submitted
condition.
Contact
Larry
Hurt at
14" or 15" $16.51+$2.80. Custom champion bloodlines, puppy shots 4364A73,
Will Be From: 7-4 Monday thru Friday
by 12 noon, the day before
September 12C BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY Murray Supply
September 9C
78 Series polyester F-G-H 78 by and deworrned Phone 753publication.
7-12 Noon Saturday
ssp ON KENTUCKY Lake; four DISTRIBUTOR WANTED to JEEP-1972. Phone 489-2504.
14" or 15" $17.70+$2.69. 9299.
All reader classifieds
S7C
large bedrooms, 2 baths, large service "watt Disney Products"
CLOSED SUNDAY & HOLIDAYS
Polyester Glass belted EG-H 78
must be submitted by 4
by 14" or 15" 118.44+13.10
kitchen and living area, break- accounts. High earnings' Income CHEVROLET VAN-1967. Good
.m. the day before
Starting
September 1, 1973
RUMMAGE SALE, Saturday, fast bar, fireplace, central heat over $1,000 per month possible!
,Polyester Steel Belted F-G-H
tpublication.
condition. Phone 489-7504.
S7C
September
8, American Legion and air, boat dock, large patio, Inventory necessary $3,290 to
by 14" or 15" $21.50+13.10. Wide
I••••••••••4••••
**********
70 series Polyester glass belted Hall, 7:00 a.m.3:00 p.m. ten $35,000.00. Phone 436-5574. S5NC start! Call collect Mr. Davis( 214) PON1IAC-1963. Fair condition.
WANTED NAZI Flag to be used
F-G-H 70 by 14" or 15" party. If you want it, we have it !!
243-1901.
5123' Phone 437-4365.
S7P
in Capri Theatre lobby display
120.81+1306. Wide 60 series Reasonable prices, and even LARGE SHADY lot, located
for "HITLER-The Last 10
S7C corner of Lynn Grove Highway
nyiong glass belted E-G-L by 15" antiques.
PUBLIC HEARING
and Johnny Robertson Road. EXTRA MONEY needed? Sell
Days" - Call 753-8064, ask for
$25.90 -4- $366.. Roby Sales, Highengraved golden metal social Notice is hereby given by the ommy Brown.
Phone
S5C
753-5671
days
or
753-3430
way 68, Benton, Ky. Septernber5C
security plates. See Rosebud Planning Commission for the
COLOR T.V.-19", $269.88. Roby nights.
S6C
Sykes, Murray Hatchery. Phone City of Murray, Kentucky, will
STARTS SEPT. 13
Get Ready
Sales, Highway 68, Renton,
16 different patterns of....
BELTONE FACTORY fresh
753-3422.
SeptemberI3C hold a public hearing on SepKentucky.
OctoberIC
hearing aid battens for all make
for Fall
tember 18, 1973, at 7:30 p.m, at
ARMSTRONG
BY OWNER; two wooded lots,
HELP WANTED
hearing aids. Wallis Drugs. S6C MOWER,
City Hall.
VINYL CUSHION FL-OR
5 H.P. rider, Briggs & Sharpe Street, beside park, near
The purpose of this meeting is
Stratton engine, forward and schools, shopping
Y sad 12' widths
With An Outfit?
center, COLLEGE STUDENTS, we are
to conduct public hearing on ,
reverse. New, $195.00. Phone 753- oniversity. Phone(606)549looking for students who wish to
from ...
WIGGINS
CONCRETE STEPPING stones 782.
proposed to rezone certain area
SeptemberlOC 2494.
October8C earn extra money on a part time
and concrete splash blocks
in the City of Murray, Kentucky.
FURNITURE
basis. Set your own hours and
Murray Lumber Company, 104 MAGNAVOX
Resolved that the following
2-2 miles North 641
TELEVISION
work
when you want to. 753Maple Street.
1
2 baths,
S6C console, AM-FM radio and record FOUR BEDROOM, 2/
Phone 753-4566
described area in the City of
SI2C
2278.
444* ******** *
Murray, Kentucky, be rezone Open 8:00-5:30 Mon. thru Sat.
player. Good condition. Phone new house. This house has all the
extras
and
must
be
seen
to
ap- EARN $1,000 to $1,500. Work now from R-2 Residential District to
753-6302.
S7C
The Store for Me*
preciate. Phone 753-3903.
t*************** HAVING PROBLEMS with your
PECKY CYPRESS lumber, good
SIIC to December 1st. Weekly R-4 Residential District.
hearing or understanding. For
-fee- ulterior decorating.
Beginning
the
point
at
on
a
* Murray Home & Auto free hearing checkup and conpaycback, no collecting, no
Sou thsid e Shopping
square feet. Phone 753-5671 days FORD
and gas THREE BEDROOM brick, delivery, no mai Investment.-northeast interoca;on of South
Center
Emon
your
Call
sultation.
or 753-3430 nights.
S6C welder. Phone 753-2521.,
S7C carpet, dishwasher, patio, large Playhouse Toy Company, Nancy 15th. Street and Vine Street;
October3C
consultant,
753-0832.
thence
410
feet
north
on
to
a
point
October IC
corner lot. In city limits. Phone Frick,527-7133.
*
t!q ii*p*n::1;:t
* ** * *
the east right-of-way on South *Archery
FRIGERATOR-Frigidatre, 753-9717.
S7C
SUPER stuff, sure nuf! That's 16'. In good condition. Priced
15th.
Street;
thence
332
feet
east
WANTED EXPERIENCED
to a point; thence south 410 feet to As of this date, September 5,
Blue Lustre for cleaning carpets. reasonable. For information
bookkeeper-secretary for
FOR RENT
a point on the north right-of-way 1973, I Jerry Balentine, Route 3,
Rent electric shampooer $1 Kwik- phone 435-5855
S7C
general office work. Phone 753on Vine Street; thence west 332 Murray, Ky., will not be
S8C
Pik Market, Five Points.
TRAILER SPACES. Phone 436- 6102.
S7C feet
to point of beginning.
DESK AND chair, $35,00; 7334.
SSC
responsible for any debts other
Gulf
REDUCE SAFE & fast with typewriter, $40.00; World Book,
All interested parties are than my own.
Phone 753-5862
57P
GoBese Tablets & E-Vap "water $35.00; Early American couch, ONE 10' witk, and one 8' wide PLUMBERS HELPER wanted, cordially invited to attend this
pills." Holland Drug Store, 109 660.00. Phone 753-2698 after 3:00 trailer, real nice. To college boys age 25 to 45. Experience public hearing.
S6C p.m.
South 4th.
S7C only. See Mrs. Dill at 413 preferred, but not necessary. Murray Planning Commission
Good working conditions Send Robert E. Moyer, Commission WANT TO BUY July 16 and July
Sycamore.
55C
Phone 753-6129
resume
to P.O. Box 32-G, Chairman
QUEEN SIZE bed, frame, REGISTERED
1TC 17 Copies of the Ledger & Times.
HAMPSHIRE
Murray,
September
9C
Kentucky.
Ledger
&
the
by
bring
Please
springs and foam mattress. G
gilts, also full stock gilts.
Times Office, 103 North 4th
condition, $40.00. For ap- Breedable age. Nice. Phone 753- SLEEPING ROOMS for men,
PUBLIC HEARING
TFNC
Street.
pointment phone 753-3001 or 474- 9390 or 753-1348.
S7C furnished, private entrance, air WAREHOUSE HELPER wanted
Notice is hereby given by the
conditioned, refrigerator. Someone with knowledge of
226u.
S6C
Zimmerman Apartments, South electrical and plumbing wanted. Planning Commission for City of WANT TO BUY late model four
"
16th. Phone 753-6609.
S1OC Send resume to P.O. Box 37,G, Murray, Kentucky, will hold a wheel drive, nice condition'.
;
,
SALE
FOR
,
Murray,Kentucky.September 8C public hearing on September 18, Phone 618-721-2403.
SOP
With Raised White Letters
30 GALLON fish aquarium, all ,
1973, at 7:30 p.m. at City Hall.
accessories, everything, you
The purpose of this meeting is WANT TO BUY two used 26"
COACH ESTATES and Fox
need, including fish. $55.00.
WAITRESS WANTED, married, to conduct a public hearing on bicycles or frames. Phone 753Meadows
Mobile
Home
Parks,
Phone 753-0771.
S6C
college student. Full time. Akio
SON(
3713.
*
• 12' x 61', Holiday mobile : small parks, superior ac- want delivery boy. Apply Tom's proposed to rezone area in the
City of Murray, Kentucky.
commodations,
exclusive Pizza Palace
WANT TO BUY July 9 copies of
; home, two bedrooms, two
after 4:00p m. SSC Resolved that the following
residential area.Phone 753The Ledger Is Times. Please
"NEVER USED anything like : full baths, central heat and
October8C TRACTOR TRAILER driver described area in the City of bring to the Ledger & Times, 103
it," say users of Blue Lustre
air conditioning, washer : 3855.
Murray, Kentucky, be rezoned
carpet cleaner. Rent electric •
TFNC
and
dryer and garbage •
wanted, experienced over the from R-2 Residential District to North 4th Street.
•
•
shampooer $1.00. Big K, Beliaire ; disposal.
road
436-2252
Attritra,
Phone
driver.
in
located
ACRE
lot,
/
1
2
WANT TO BUY used 26" bicycle
•
B-2 Business District.
S8C
Shopping Center.
.
Phone 753.4179
SI1P Beginning at a point on the Phone 753-5447 after 5:00 p.m.SW
: for mobile home. Phone 354-8161 before 11:00 a.m.
:
after 7.00p.m.
September 28C
northwest corner of the present
Llt" BATHROOM wall board,
B.2 District located on the southTRY
to
THE
a
way
Avon
CARD OF THANKS
4'x8' plywood, RCA TELEVISION. 21", $20.00; FURNISHED OR unfurriLshed
1
2"
$5.25 each./
profiteble business of your own west corner of South 9th. Street
$4.75 each. Twenty 'different oil heater. reasonable. Also want two bedroom apartment, central during
hours you choose. It's and Sycamore Street; thence
selections of paneling from $3 65 job of cleaning house, one day heat and air, wall to wall carpeteasy
to
get started. Call Mrs. west 50 feet to a point on the south The family of Hardy & Daytha
,
up. Plexiglass for .storm doors Per week. Phone Th3-3666.
1.17 Available now. Phone 753hand would like to' thank
Glenda Duke 443-3366 or write right-of-way on Sycamore Street;
and windows;SO eentsaquare feet
....
AUL - ....c.ectribtreC,Sec 3247, pagseaki. Kentudry( thence south 190 feet.to a point; tsreryontwho helped in any way
and up. Fiberglass seconds, all YARD SALE, Friday and
* All iirites plus'federal and
October9C thence east- 50 feet to a point; Ifiiirria-Tterdy"s 3Orgery" a
42001.
colors, from 5 cents square foot
thence-north- 190-feet to point. Dayilia4--saccident. _ A. special
tire.
ta
•
and up. Ross & Tuck Salvage, September 7 and 8 at 1107 South Bump" ING ON Maple Street with
beginning.
thanks to neighbors, relatives
kids when
all
for
Balloons
At Union 7t - FREE
Martin, Tenn. Open 6 days a 16th Street. Clothes of all sizes( a 3 ton overhead crane and
WANTED RELIABLE lady to do All interested parties are and friends. Daytha is now fully
adult-infants. Small appliances electric hoist. Phone 753-2512 or
parents.
their
accompanied
by
week. Phone 901-687housework, two days per week. cordially invited to attend this recovered and back at the beauty
2420.,
S7C 753.4434,
September8C and baby equipment
1TP
ITC shop.
S7C Phone 753-7850
S7C public hearing

CRAFT HOUSE

of Tenn1, Springville,
your stone
ons of stone:
TFC

MASTER

NOTICE

LEARN
TO EARN

ION ALLY
Carpet
TEC,

avy cleaning
)erts at

View

753-1916

753-0726-Dr. Tom G-eerdes 753-8565-Rev. David Roos

ptember 28C

ROOFER will
' shingles
Also will do
753-6569. S7P

BATHROOM FIXTURES. Tub; SPECIAL PRE-Season prices
lavatory and commode. All in on Remington chain saws. See
good condition. See at 313 South then now at Murray Supply.
10th Street.
SW Special cash discounts.
September 8C

fi

UMBENG &
repair
your old
you buy a
emergency

IR

Another

FOR SALE

COMBINE, INTERNATIONAL
YARD SALE, Friday and
Harvester, good condition. Also
USED BABY bed, also 8'x10'
Saturday,
September 7 and 8,
one ton Chevrolet truck, 1959
brown braided rug. Phone 75310:00 a.m.-7:31 p.m. Clothes,
model. Phone 753-0065,
2418.
S7C
S7P
toys, furniture iind other items.
Highway 94 east, 2/
1
2 miles from
TWO MAPLE chests, 5 and 4
Murray. Watch for signs. Phone RUNABOUT,
18' inboarddrawer, two walnut veneer end
753-6379.
S7C outboard Oceanic V. 350
tables, miscellaneous dishes and
H..P.
Chevrolet engine, convertible
stemware,chrome clothes racks,
etc. Also some extra good items;
top, FM Marine radio and tanAKC REGISTERED German
dem trailer. Phone Bob Forsee 1combination
freezer shepherd puppies, 2 months old.
.998-7983 after 5:30 p.m. or 489refrigerator, walnut veneer desk,
Make good watch dogs. Reduced
2436.
brushed velvet couch, etc. Phone
SIIC
price. Phone 436-6624.
S7C
753-5976.
SSC

carpenter
rmica tops
and
ity work

Just Dial A
Friendly, Experienced
Ad-Visor at ...

WANT-ADS
FOR SALE

WEDNESDAY-SEPTEMBER 5, 1973.

KINGS
DEN

- 7-=

Tik-ActoR

BEAR

CAIN GULF

UNION

union

76

2 Locations: 6th & Main
4th & Elm

t for Free

SUPER JET

MASTER
7333
OL
in pest control
te control call
!noting CornTFC

grain elevator
f driver. See
S5P
,lump or stoker
Ipock at
tucky, phone
S6C

,
,
'
,

Mobile
Home

•

E70x14
F70x14
G70x14 & 15

22.95*
23.95*
24.95*

A60x13
F60x14
G60x14 & 15
L60x14 & 15

25.95*
19.95*
25.95*
26.95*
28.95 *

PtPrse,h' SIXTEEN
•

Circus Day National News Roundup
To Be Held
September 15

THE LEDGER & TiMES — MURRAY. KENT
UCKY

•

Don't be alarmed if you
should happen to see a herd of
elephants on September 15.
This advice comes from Dr.
(Iris Emmert, president of the
Murray-Calloway Jaycees.
The Jaycees are sponsoring
Circus Day in Murray and
Carson &Barnes Five Ring
Wild Animal ()rats will be
featured at the fairgrounds.

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
DETROIT ( AP) - Principal
negotiators for Chrysler and
the United Auto Workers are
scheduled to resume talks today. A key Chrysler spokesman
said Tuesday it was up to the
union to spell out its priorities
in light of the company's first
contract offer presented last
week. The spokesman said
Chrysler has no plans at this
time to make a new contract
offer. The union has complained that
/'aub:miaker
hasn't seernWeriffing to get
down to what it calls serious
bargaitaitig. The current union
contract expires Sept. 14.

Homecoming Will Be
Held Sunday At
Kirksey Church

bery. In addition, the jury also
returned rape indictments
against the three older men.
,
t,-.

BARSTOW, Calif.
—
Lawrence and Alice Parker
have returned home to await a
preliminary hearing on manslaughter charges in the death
of their 11-year-old diabetic
son. Their son Wesley died two
weeks ago after his parents
threw away his insulin.

The Kirskey Baptist Church
will
have
Its
annual
homecoming on Sunday, September 9, with Rev. David
Brasher, former pastor of the
Church, as the speaker at the
morning worship services at
eleven a.m.
Rev. Brasher is now serving
as postor of the New Bethel
Baptist Church in Marshall
County.
A basket dinner will be served
at noon followed by a gospel
singing starting at 1:30 p.m.
featuring the Song Masters
from Dyersburg, Tenn., and
other singing groups.
Rev. Gerald Owen, pastor of
the Sugar Creek Baptist Church
will be the speaker at the
revival services to be held at the
Kirksey Chruch starting
Monday, September 10, and
continuing through Sunday,
September 16. Services will be
held at 7:30 p.m. each day
The church pastor, Rev. Pete
Carlisle, invites the public to
attend the homecoming on
Sunday and the revival services
during the coming week.

Proposal. ..

Church Groups
Plan Weekend
At LBL Center
The Junior and Senior High
Groups of the First United
Methodist Church will have a
-Self Discovery Week-end" at
the Educational Center of the
Land Between the Lases on
Saturday and Sunday.
Rev. Mickey Carpenter.
associate minister of the
church said the group will
leave the church parking lot at
seven a.m and arrive at the
center at 7:45.
Recreation for the junior high
group will be from 8:30 to II o
a m Saturday at Camp
Energy This will incluiie
swimming, canoeing, volleyball, softball, etc.
During the morning session
the Senior High group will have
'Self Discovery" sessions on
the individual community and
verbal expression with Rev
Carpenter as leader.
The Saturday afternoon
session will include recreation
for the senior high group at
Camp Energy from one to 4 :q)
pm
while the junior high
group
will
have
'•Self
Discovery" sessions on the
same theme as the senior group
had in the morning.
The movie. The Man Who •
Had To Sing" will be shown to
the group.
A session on "The Individuert,
the Community" will also be
held following the supper meal.
The evening's activities will
close with a campfire and silent
meditation
On Sunday morning a sessioi
on 'Discovery of God. Others.
and Self." and a worship session
will be held. The groups will
have lunch and return to the
church parking lain Murray at
1.15 p.m. Sunday. —

I Continued from Page 1)
"We decided to sponsor the
to see that the certain result
circus because we feel there are
would be costs beyond control
thousands of children and
and taxes beyond belief."
young-hearted atlults_wlv_ will
RENO„ Nev. 1AP) — A UniMarvin Dotson executive
welcome an opportunity to see
versity of Nevada-Reno nutri- secretary of the Kentucky EduAmerica's greatest wild animal tionist
says Americans over- cation Association. said the nacircus," Enunert said.
rate the value of a traditional tional trend was to grant collecWe want to stress the fact bacon
and eggs breakfast. Mar- tive bargaining rights to public
that our organization receives a jorie
Stevenson suggests some employes He predicted a federhigher percentage of all tickets zest
can be put back into al law to that effect would
sold by the Jaycees in advance breakf
ast by trying pizza, chili come eventually.
of Circus Day. We would cer- or tacos.
Mrs. Stevenson says
"Trying to prohibit the thoutainly appreciate the public's breakf
ast is the most skipped sands of public employes in this
help on ow- project if they will meal
THE NEW Music City Singers, featur
in the United States. One country from organizing and
ing Hon Hamilton, will appear at the Scotts
purchase tickets in advance reason,
Grove Bagel(
she says, is because of bargaining collectively is. in Church on Saturday, September 8, at seven p.m. The church
is located north of Murray on Highway
from members of the Jaycees." the repetit
ion of bacon, eggs, many ways." he said. "like try- 641. Hamilton formerly sang with the Blackwood Singers and
the Smith Gatlin Singles. There is as
There will be five herds of milk, cereal
admission charge.
and orange juice ing to hold back the ocean "
performing elephants, trained meals.
Joseph Pessarelli. chairman
horses, prancing ponies,
snarling lions, and other wild - DON ALSONVILLE,Ga.i. API of the KEA's commission on
professional negotiation. called
and domestic animals.
— Three Maryland prison esproposed billt"a very reathe
Gospel Singing Will Be
New acts scheduled to appear capees and a 16-year-old youth
sonable approach to resolve a
including daring aerialists, have been indicted in condifficult and delicate problem.
Held Saturday Night
acrobats, jugglers, con- nection with the-slaying of six
"Teachers will continue to be
An all night gospel singing
tortionists, Clowns, vorewalkers members of the Ned Alday
subjugated as long as they are
will be held at the Gospel
and a beautiful all-girl ballet. family last May. The four deLOS ANGELES ( API —Fordenied collective bargaining
Cox's aide, James Doyle, said indictment in
the probe. Dist. Singing Drive-In, located six
The circus grounds will be at fendants remained jailed with- rights.
mer presidential adviser John the Watergate prosecutor could
"
Pessare
declar
lli
ed.
Atty. Joseph Busch declined miles east of Hardin on Highthe Murray-Calloway Jaycee out bond in an undisclosed
"When teachers are fearful of O. h_:hrlichman has been in- be expected to issue a state- comment on
way 80,on Saturday, September
that report.
Fairgrounds
and
per- southwest Georgia town. The losing their jobs if they speak dicted in connection with the ment today about
the effect of
Ehrlictunan's local attorney, 8, starting at eight pm.
formances will be held at 4:30 four defendants were indicted
break
of
in
the
office
of Daniel the indictments on his investi- Joseph Ball, said he had
out or work openly for changes
Many groups of gospel
not
p.m., and 8 p.m.
for murder, kidnaping and robin the school system then their Ellsberg's psyciatrist, the Los gation. "They've got a small heard whether his client had singers will be presen
Doors will be open earlier for
t for the
classroom performance is Angeles Times said today.
piece of a much bigger thing," been indicted. "I don't know singing and
there is no adpersons who wish to view the Welcome Tea Plann
Ehrlic
hman,
who
ed
was White Doyle said.
bound to be hampered."
„ anything about it," he said.
mission.
collection of wild animals.
Sources close to the grand
Maurice Bement. executive House adviser on domestic afSources said the 18 grand juFor Internationals
director of the Kentucky School fairs, was indicted secretly jury previously had said that rors filed into court at
8 p.m. Golden Age Club Will
A welcome tea for In- Boards Association. reitera
ted Tuesday along with former Eh- Ehrlichrnan, Krogh, Young and EDT after spending most of the
Wranglers Riding Club
ternational Students at Murray his group's opposit
ion to any rlichman aide Egil Krogh Jr.; Liddy were possible targets for day hearing a replay of Eh- Go
State University will he held bill giving bargaining
rights to David Young, a former aide to
rlichman's testimony before the
Plans Show On Friday
Friday, September 7, at six teachers_
Henry A. Kissinger, and con- Temple Hill Lodge
Members of the Golden Age
Senate Watergate CorrimjUre
To
Twin Lakers Good Sam
p.m.
at
the
Baptist
victed
Watergate conspirator
Student
"Collective bargaining leads
The Wranglers Riding Club
about the Ellsberg break-in. Club will meet at the First
United
Method
to erosion of public control of G. Gordon Liddy, the Times Meet In Called Session
ist
Church
will have a "money show" on Union.
on Club Plans For Social
The jurors reportedly also had
The tea will be sponsored by governmental services."
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276 been shown three White House Friday, September 7, at nine
Saturday, September 8, at six
he said.
The Twin Lakes Good Sam
the BSL1 and the Woman's said and the cost to
p.m. at the riding club.
the citiThe newspaper said that it Free and Accepted Masons will interoffice
memorandums a.m.for a trip by chartered bus Club will have a business
Missio
nary Union of the Blood zenry of governmental servic
Club officiers said the admeeting and ice cream social at
es had learned Ehrliclunan also meet in a called session on involving Ehrlichman, Krogh to Reelfoot Lake
W.O. Vaughn, club president, the home of Mr. and
would be greatly increased."
mission will be one dollar per River Baptist Association.
was indicted on a perjury Saturday, September 8, at and Young and covert plans
Mrs.
Al]
interna
tional
studen
said the group will have lunch at Jimmy Graham,
ts, all
Bement also said collective charge. Sources for the news- seven p.m. at the lodge hall.
car load at the gate except those
relating to ElLsberg
505
Richar
dhost
famili
es and all Blood bargaining would not improve paper report
Boyett Restaurant at Reelfoot son,
Work will be in the Entered
bringing their horses to ride.
were not cited.
on Thursday, September 6,
FREE PUPPIES
River
membe
invited
rs
are
to
Lake.
the
Membe
quality
rs are urged to be at seven pm.
of governmental
Twelye classes will be
There was no immediate offi- Apprentice degree. All Masons
Puppies, about eight weeks on time
at the church as the bus
featured and the concession to the tea, said Mrs. W.A. Er- services
are invited to attend, a lodge old, are
Graham, president of the
cial
comme
free
to
nt
pet
-sons
on
the
for
pets.
win,
directo
Times
' spokesman said.
r for Internationals
will leave promptly at nine club,
Glenn Lovern executive distand will be open.
urges all members to
story.
For
inform
After
ation
call
the sealed in753-0474.
of the WMU
am., Vaughn said.
rector of the Kentucky Municiattend,
dictments were returned, an
pal League filed a letter with
aide to special Watergate prosthe committee giving that assoecutor Archibald Cox said they
ciation's continued opposition to
could threaten Cox's Watergate
the bill in question. He said a
investigation.
more detailed response would
Superior Court Judge James
be given after the league's governing board meets this month. G. Kolts, who received the indictments late Tuesday, ordered the documents sealed until at least one of those indicted
(CeMiened from Page 1)
surrenders to authorities.
The funeral rites for Joe C.
A house of glass...
Names and charges stemming
Henson of Murray Route Eight
Albert Camp died Tuesday at But in England alas
from the probe were to be rewill be held Thursday at hoe 1:25 p.m. at the Murra
A
war
will
follow
with
yleased immediately afterward.
p.m. at the chapel of the Calloway County Hospita
l. He Where dwells the pagan Turk
Kolts also ordered that arrest
Blalock-Coleman Funeral was 77 years of age and
The
states will lock in mortal
was a
warran
ts not be issued until
Home with Bro. Cecil Corkren resident of 2141
/
2 Center Street, strife
next Tuesday to give the inofficiating.
and
seek
to
take
each
Mayfiekt.
others life dicted a chance
to surrender on
Serving as pallbearers will be
The deceased was a retired Then north shall thus destroy their
own. He set bond at $50)
Charles Outland, Thomas maintenance employee of
the
south
the
for each person indicted.
Houston, Harold Houston, Fred Kentucky Highway
Depart- The Eagles bill...with his
Gardner, Dan Gardner, and ment. He was a membe
mouth.
r of the
Sam Gafford. Burial will be in Sedalia United Method
ist Then tax and blood strife and Lynn Grove PTA Plans •
the Murray City Cemetery. (lurch, a veteran of World
War war
Friends may call at the funeral I, and a member of the
•Loop 01 wuo without the co ,t or care
Disabled Shall to come to every humble Supper Meet On Friday
home.
•Fancies and matching solids
door.
American Veterans.
The Lynn Grove ParentThen when the fierce war is
*60" wide on bolts, Machine wash, dry
He and wife, Mrs. Ruby
Henson, age 80, died Tuesday
Teacher Association will have a
•Sew into mix-or-march separa
at 3:30 a.m. at .he home of his Taylor Camp, who survives, done
tes, 3-pc. pantsuits, coat ard
dress costumes
,.brother, 0.4 (Pete) Henson, were married May 20, 1917. England and France will then potluck supper at the school
cafeteria on Friday, September
YARD
Murray Route Eight. ire was a Sara - Nasal Lk 1896., in be one.
retired employee of the Chicago Calloway County, he was the The British - ()bye next shall 7, at 7:30 2.h1
Mrs.
Mike
- Burlington - Quincy Railroad. son of the late Porter Camp and entwine
Witiiiing,
In marriage with the Greek president, urges all parents and
He is survived by four sisters Emma Tidwell Camp.
interested persons to attend.
Survivors in addition to his wine.
and four brothers.
wife are one daughter, Mrs. Men shall walk beneath the
Fred (Lovetta Jane) Bennett of streams
Hazel Park, Mich.; three sons, Fulfilled shall be our every
•60" wide on bolts
*Coordinated fanci•s and solids, jacquards, Couturier
Rex Carnet of Murray Route dream.
(Continued from Page 1)
knits,
tone-on-tones, crepes, checks, plaids, novelti•s and
Eight, Billy Porter Camp of All England's sons that left the hours. That's
3
3
more
a
mark
that
could
•Sow
into
new
Boscobel, Wisconsin, and land
suits,
separates, dresses
stand unchallenged fot several
•Permanent press, Sensational value!
YARD
Martin Camp of Mayfield; one Shall oft be seen with book in years. After
the eight-week
sister, Mrs. Maud Miller of hand.
Reg. $399
Skylab 3 mission later this
The poor shall now great
year, the United States plans
Mrs. Pearl Logan Alexander Murray; fourteen grand- sorrow
know
no more long-duration space
of Otter Lake, Mich., mother of children; seven great grand- Great
houses
childr
shall stand in trips until
en.
Hugh D. Alexander, 903 Coldthe 1980s.
Funeral services will be held every vale
The schedule for the record.
water Road, Murray, died
All
covere
d
over
with snow and setting day
Tuesday at 11:45 p.m. at the Thursday at three p.m. at the hail.
was filled with solar observatory and medical
Tuscola Medical Facility, Caro, chapel of the Blalock-Coleman In ninete
•100% Acrylic
• 18 transparent colors
en
hundre
Funera
d
l
Home
twenty
-six
with
Rev. Harry
experiments. •
Mich.
.45" wide on bolts
Build
•%Opaque colors
houses
like
Nall
with straw and
officiating.
The deceased, age 89, was the
On Tuesday, the astronauts
*Crepe, Challis
• Ask for your free
Interment will be in the sticks
•60" wide on bolts
beadwork
wife of Marvin Alexander who
Reg. $2.29-2.99
For then shall mighty wars be relayed live television pictures
pattern
Murra
Cemet
City
y
ery.
•100"
; washable acrylic
of Delia to mission control as
died in 1926 She was a member
planne
d
Friend
s may call at the funeral
•Prints, checks, geo,
Reg. 29* a package
-errics
of the Seventh and Poplar
When pictures seem alive with that tropical storm blew ashore
home.
on
Church of Christ, Murray.
the
Texas
Gulf
YARD
Coast
and
movement free
PKGS.
Survivors are five daughters,
When bout lake fishes swim lashed the space center with
omfasesmemasseemeasementeaasentsie
FOR
Mrs. Russell (Norene) Riley of
heavy
rain and high winds
beneath the sea.
Wind gusts of more than 60
Flint, Mich., Mr. John ( Lottie)
When men like birds shall
York of Medford, Oregon, Mrs.
miles per how- were recorded
scour the sky
Req. $
$1 9S"
at the center, but there was no
John C. (Rubene) Cuttler of
YARD
Funeral services for Arie Then half this world
entrenched damage to facilities or
Carlsbad, N.M., Mrs. Ftozelle Vance of Murra
to
the
y Route Eight in blood shall die.
wide
•
60on
bolts
nearby homes of the three asWoodard of Pasadena, Texas, are being held
•
today at two p.m. But these that live to see this
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